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ABSTRACT

The increasing prevalence of embedded devices and a boost in sophisticated attacks
against them make embedded system security an intricate and pressing issue. New ap-
proaches to support the development of security-enhanced systems need to be explored.
We realise that efficient transfer of knowledge from security experts to embedded system
engineers is vitally important, but hardly achievable in current practice. This thesis pro-
poses a Security-Enhanced Embedded system Design (SEED) approach, which is a set of
concepts, methods, and tools that together aim at addressing this challenge of bridging
the gap between the two areas of expertise.

First, we introduce the concept of a Domain-Specific Security Model (DSSM) as a suitable
abstraction to capture the knowledge of security experts in a way that this knowledge
can be later reused by embedded system engineers. Each DSSM characterises common
security issues of a specific application domain in a form of security properties, which are
further linked to a range of solutions.

As a next step, we complement a DSSM with the concept of a Performance Evaluation
Record (PER) to account for the resource-constrained nature of embedded systems. Each
PER characterises the resource overhead created by a security solution, a provided level
of security, and the evaluation technique applied.

Finally, we define a process that assists an embedded system engineer in selecting a
relevant set of security solutions. The process couples together (i) the use of the security
knowledge accumulated in DSSMs and PERs, (ii) the identification of security issues in
a system design, and (iii) the analysis of resource constraints of a system and available
security solutions. The approach is supported by a set of tools that automate its certain
steps.

We use a case study from a smart metering domain to demonstrate how the SEED
approach can be applied. We show that our approach adequately supports security experts
in description of knowledge about security solutions in the form of formalised ontologies
and embedded system engineers in integration of an appropriate set of security solutions
based on that knowledge.

This work has been supported by the Swedish National Graduate School of Computer
Science (CUGS) and the EU FP7 SecFutur Project.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ubiquitous presence of networked embedded devices is no longer ques-
tioned. Large computing infrastructures that bring automation in our daily
lives exist due to support of such devices interconnected through networks.
Being a part of such infrastructures, embedded devices carry and process
sensitive information. Thus, both their exposure to open networks and their
critical role in storing, processing, and transmission of information makes
embedded devices a target of sophisticated attacks. The interest of attack-
ers is stimulated by the fact that modern embedded systems are often easily
accessible (e.g. deployed in a hostile environment) and the consequences of
compromising such devices can be very large. If an attacker hacks a device
of one type, the attack can be quickly replicated to all other devices of the
same type possibly in thousands or millions. If attackers take control over
one of the devices of a large network, they can gain access to other devices
of the network. For example, a computer scientist at Colombia University,
Ang Cui, has developed a technique that allows taking complete control of
a Cisco IP phone, that in turn allows affecting other parts of a connected
system (other phones in a network, computer, printers, etc.) [4]. These
facts impose high requirements on security standards for embedded systems
that are often neglected. To emphasise the point, McClure estimates [5]
that there are already 10 billion embedded devices in operation that were
designed without much thought about security.

Thus, it goes without saying that security issues should be considered
during embedded system development since insufficient security can create
a substantial risk for society and significant lost of profits for embedded
system producers, owners, and end users.

1.1 Motivation

Although security is an essential aspect of networked embedded systems,
it is still approached as an add-on late in the development process. This
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

can hardly be effective due to the complexity of embedded systems, their
resource-constrained nature, and non-functional requirements. For instance,
Ravi et al. [6] discuss the main consequences of incorporating security so-
lutions into embedded systems at the late development phases. Resources
planned during the initial development phase do not account for security
functions. These insufficient resource requirements dramatically limit the
number of security solutions available for a system engineer or even put this
number to zero. The authors identify a set of bottlenecks that system de-
signers consequently have to deal with. These include, but not limited to,
the energy consumption overheads (the battery gap) and the computational
demands (the processing gap). Ravi et al. argue for a shift to an appropriate
design methodology to address these challenges.

There is a number of factors that make attacks on embedded systems
successful. An unthoughtful system design is one of the sources of potential
breaches. Vulnerabilities introduced during the implementation phase are
another one. Human factors such as an intentional and unintentional misuse
of system components are major problems during the usage phase. While
all factors are significant, this thesis focuses on resolving security issues at
the design phase of the system development. The underlying reason for
such a focus is that the consequences of an unthoughtful design influence
all later phases of the system life cycle. At the same time, integration of
security mechanisms already at the design phase allows early exploration of
performance, power consumption, cost and other trade-offs. This motivates
adopting the principles of model-based engineering [7] as a vehicle to bring
security consideration to a design phase.

A mere focus on the design phase is not enough to efficiently tackle se-
curity issues. The challenge is amplified by the diversity and complexity of
both security solutions and embedded systems as such. Embedded systems
design requires in-depth understanding of an application domain, usage sce-
narios, and deployment environment. Security threats, in turn, vary from
application to application and are more or less prevalent in an application
domain. Due to these concerns, Kocher et al. [8] stress the need of system
engineers (who are not necessarily experts in security) to understand both
required level of security assurance and the overhead caused by injecting
security solutions into a system design.

Security mechanisms should be developed and thoroughly studied by
security experts, whereas the resulting knowledge should be available for
embedded system engineers. Last but not the least, a security solution for
embedded systems should be specific for a particular application domain
in order to provide the required efficiency at the cost of acceptable perfor-
mance. This brings us to two additional principles that we propose in this
thesis to improve practices of security-enhanced embedded system develop-
ment, namely the separation of roles (i.e. an embedded system engineer and
security expert) and domain specialisation (i.e. application-driven security)
principles.
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1.2 Problem Formulation

The objective of this thesis is to provide concepts and tools for addressing
security issues of embedded systems already at the design phase. We aim to
reach this goal by defining an approach which targets two categories of pro-
fessionals. With the help of the developed approach, security experts should
have an opportunity to describe developed security solutions in a reusable
manner. This, in turn, should enable embedded system engineers to select a
suitable set of security solutions based on the analysis of both system’s se-
curity needs and system resource constraints. The approach should explore
the following principles:

• Model-orientation: which allows dealing with security concerns al-
ready at the early development phase.

• Domain specialisation: which increases the quality and efficiency of
eventual solutions by narrowing down the focus to a specific domain.

• Separation of responsibilities and concerns: which promotes separation
of security expert and embedded system engineer roles.

Realising the basic principles stated above, we contribute to tackling the
challenge of adequate support for a security expert and an embedded system
engineer by answering the following questions:

• What abstractions and concepts are suitable for a security expert to
assist in creating a useful description of a security mechanism?

• What technologies and processes can be employed to assist a security
expert in capturing this knowledge?

• What are methods and tools that should equip an embedded system
engineer to enable the use of the provided security knowledge to ef-
ficiently select a set of security solutions for their integration into a
system design?

1.3 Contributions

The main contribution of this work is the definition of a Security-Enhanced
Embedded system Design (SEED) approach. More specifically, our contri-
butions consists of:

• a proposal of two concepts to represent the domain-specific security
knowledge that encapsulates information about reusable security solu-
tions, namely Domain-Specific Security Model (DSSM) and Performa-
nce Evaluation Record (PER),

• a process for a security expert to capture the domain-specific security
knowledge,
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• a process for an embedded system engineer to reuse the captured
knowledge at the system design phase,

• development of a MagicDraw [9] plug-in to support the processes de-
scribed above.

The MagicDraw plug-in combines both modelling and ontology technolo-
gies to implement the DSSM and PER concepts.

The process defined for an embedded system engineer, in turn, rests on
two other contributions of this thesis:

• a method called asset elicitation technique that analyses a system de-
sign to elicit a system’s security needs;

• a method called model-based compatibility analysis that matches re-
source constraints of an embedded system under development and al-
ternative security solutions.

1.4 List of Publications

The work presented in this thesis is based on the following publications:

• S. Nadjm-Tehrani and M. Vasilevskaya, Towards a Security Domain
Model for Embedded Systems, in The 13th IEEE International Sympo-
sium on High Assurance Systems Engineering (HASE), poster session,
IEEE, November 2011

• M. Vasilevskaya, L. A. Gunawan, S. Nadjm-Tehrani, and P. Herrmann,
Security Asset Elicitation for Collaborative Models, in Model-Driven
Security Workshop (MDSec) in conjunction with MoDELS, ACM,
Innsbruck, Austria, Octorber 2012

• M. Vasilevskaya, L. A. Gunawan, S. Nadjm-Tehrani, and P. Herrmann,
Integrating security mechanisms into embedded systems by domain-
specific modelling, Journal of Security and Communication Networks,
Wiley, June 2013.

• M. Vasilevskaya and S. Nadjm-Tehrani. Support for Cross-domain
Composition of Embedded Systems Using MARTE Models. Submit-
ted for review.

Some content of this thesis have been published as parts of deliverables
of the EU FP7 SecFutur project [10]:

• Deliverable 3.1: Abstract model for embedded systems. Edited by
Simin Nadjm-Tehrani and Maria Vasilevskaya, 2011.

• Deliverable 4.1: SecFutur Development Process V1 and Modelling
Framework. Edited by Antonio Maña, Jose F.Ruiz, and Rajesh Har-
jani, 2011.
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• Deliverable 4.2: SecFutur development process V2 and code develop-
ment and tool-suite V1. Edited by Jose F. Ruiz, Antonio Maña, and
Marcos Arjona, 2012.

• Deliverable 4.3: SecFutur code development and tool-suite V2. Edited
by Maria Vasilevskaya and Simin Nadjm-Tehrani, 2013

The following papers were authored or co-authored during the period of
the presented work. The papers are not included in this thesis.

• B. Yatsalo, S. Gritsyuk, O. A. Mirzeabasov, and M. Vasilevskaya,
Uncertainty Treatment within Multicriteria Decision Analysis with the
Use of Acceptability Concept, Journal of Large-scale Systems Control,
RAS, 2011.

• M. Vasilevskaya, D. Broman, and K. Sandahl, An Assessment Model
for Large Project Courses, ACM Technical Symposium on Computer
Science Education, SIGCSE, 2014.

1.5 Outline

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. We provide the necessary back-
ground to our work in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 explains the idea and structure
of SEED in general terms that are detailed in the following chapters. In par-
ticular, Chapter 4 defines the process for capturing of the domain-specific
security knowledge. Chapter 5 explains methods and tools to use the cap-
tured knowledge for integration of protection mechanisms into an embedded
system design. Thereafter, we provide a summary of some related work in
Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and gives some pointers
for future work.





Chapter 2

Background and Case
Study

This chapter provides the necessary background needed in the context of
this work. Section 2.1 gives an overview of the basic process models for
embedded system engineering. Then, the basic concepts, tools, and methods
of model-based engineering are introduced in Section 2.2 followed by a brief
introduction to ontology technologies given in Section 2.3. We conclude
this chapter by presenting a case study from the smart metering domain
described in Section 2.4 that is used as a running example throughout this
thesis to illustrate the introduced concepts, methods, and processes.

2.1 Embedded Systems Engineering

Development of embedded systems is a complex task. Therefore, a set of
process models exist that support engineers in tackling this complexity. In a
broad sense, a process defines a set of activities, their input/output artefacts,
roles with responsibilities, tools, time frames, and costs. In our work, we
are mainly concerned about activities and input/output artefacts.

At the level of main activities, life cycle models (i.e. process models)
for development of embedded systems are very similar to life cycle mod-
els proposed for general software engineering. In particular, there are five
basic steps that span across the whole life cycle of a system: requirements
definition, system specification, functional design, architectural design, and
prototyping/implementation [11]. The first step intends to capture the cus-
tomer’s wish in terms of what a system shall do. The following step, i.e.
system specification, refines the customer description in a more concise and
precise form. The next two steps go deeper and turn specifications into a
set of functional blocks that are later mapped into architectural elements.
These elements are combinations of hardware and software resources. Fi-

7



8 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND CASE STUDY

nally, a system is implemented that results in a prototype. The extended
life cycle models instrument these basic five steps with extra activities, such
as testing, validation, verification, and maintenance. In the following, we
outline three widely known life cycle models, namely waterfall, spiral, and
V models.

• The waterfall [12] model depicted in Figure 2.1(a) represents a de-
velopment cycle as a sequence of the steps above. According to this
model, an engineer should proceed to the next step when the current
phase is completed. Additionally, there is a feedback loop (depicted by
the backward arrows) to the previous phase that ensures conformance
of artefacts created on the current phase to the artefacts produced
on the previous step. The presence of this feedback loop differs the
waterfall model from a simple sequential process.

• The V model [13] depicted in Figure 2.1(b) is similar to the water-
fall model, but it emphasises the verification and validation activities.
A system development follows the top-down approach (the left-hand
side), while the verification and validation activities go from the bot-
tom to the up (the right-hand side). Thus, the implemented system
is verified against each produced artefact, namely implementation, ar-
chitectural design, functional design, specification, and requirements.
Unit and integration testing verifies a system against the artefacts cre-
ated at the prototyping/implementation phase, e.g. program design.

• The spiral model [14] depicted in Figure 2.1(c) promotes an iterative
style for development of a system. Thus, the main difference of the
spiral model and the above mentioned models is that it emphasises
iterative emergence of several versions of the same system. First, a
very restrictive version of a system is developed to understand if the
requirements are correctly and adequately formulated. Then, the sys-
tem evolves into more complex and complete versions, e.g. prototype,
initial design, and enhanced design. The corresponding artefacts, e.g.
requirement specifications, functional and architectural designs, imple-
mentation, also evolve. The radius of the spiral can reflect the amount
of time spent on each cycle.

Different variations, modifications, and combinations of the presented
process models exist. For example, Douglass [15] proposes a so called har-
mony development process (see Figure 2.1(d)) where the V and spiral models
are combined.

The embedded systems community also poses a process for embedded
system development that differentiates two distinct levels. They are system
and lower levels. In this approach, verification, validation, testing, esti-
mation, and analysis steps are tightly woven into a process. The system
level concerns defining a system model and selecting a suitable architecture.
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(a) Waterfall model (b) V model

(c) Spiral model (d) Harmony model

Figure 2.1: Life cycle process models

These artefacts are further evolved into different parts of code (RTOS and
application code) and elements of hardware at the lower level.

Figure 2.2: Simplified design flow [1]

The last model for the life cycle development that we visualise in this
section is the simplified design flow presented by Marwedel [1]. Figure 2.2
depicts this process. This model does not radically differ from the mod-
els presented above. The design starts from some application knowledge
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that is transformed into specification, and hardware/software components.
However, Marwedel explicitly brings the design repository into the process.
According to Marwedel, this repository serves to keep track of design models
evolution. However, we envisage wider use of this component, namely as a
point to extend and refine the initial design. This idea is further exploited
and evolved in our work.

2.2 Modelware Zoo

In this section, we briefly introduce the reader to the area of model-based
engineering. First, we cover main concepts of the modelling theory. There-
after, we describe two modelling languages used in our work, namely UML
and MARTE, and an employed system modelling approach called SPACE
together with its modelling language. We conclude this section outlining
tools that support principles of model-based engineering.

2.2.1 Main Concepts

We begin with introducing terms of models, meta-models, transformation,
and basics of the language engineering, followed by brief discussions on topics
such as domain-specific compared to general modelling, and model-based
compared to model-driven engineering.

Models and Meta-models

In general, models allow to raise the abstraction level to deal with growing
complexity of artefacts (e.g. embedded system design) [16]. Abstraction
improves understanding of complex artefacts and allows their efficient anal-
ysis through hiding some irrelevant information. In other words, a model
represents a real system highlighting its properties of interest.

Any model conforms to some meta-model that defines its properties.
Thus, a meta-model defines a modelling language used to create a model of a
certain type for a system. Depending on the type of properties that a model
should describe an employed meta-model will change. Consequently, a meta-
model conforms to some language used to define properties of this meta-
model, i.e. a meta-meta-model. In theory, an infinite hierarchy of model–
meta-model relations can be specified. However, in practice, meta-meta-
model is abstract and general enough to define itself wrapping the layered
organisation of modelware (see the left side of Figure 2.3). Such organisation
is sometimes referred as the four-layered architecture (M0-M3) [17] or 3+1
organisation [18].

The right side of Figure 2.3 depicts a classical example that demonstrates
an instantiation of the layered organisation introduced above. A real-world
object (car) is shown at level M0. A model of the car is shown at level M1.
This model describes a car as a Car class with one “colour” attribute. The
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meta-model located at M2 explains how to understand this model, namely
what elements are classes and what elements are attributes. Finally, level
M3 defines concepts used at level M2. Thus, both Attribute and Class are
represented as classes at M3.

Figure 2.3: Models, meta-models, and meta-meta-models – the layered or-
ganisation

The Object Management Group (OMG) [19] implements the M3 level as
the Meta-Object Facilities (MOF) standard [20]. MOF is used to define the
Unified Modelling Language (UML) [17] located at the M2 level.

Transformation

Model transformation is a technique that allows defining a mapping be-
tween different models, i.e. source and target models, that are different
representations of the same system. Figure 2.4 depicts a classical scheme
that explains concepts of model transformation and their relations. Any
model transformation is applied to source and target models, but the actual
transformation is defined at the meta-model level, i.e. a model transforma-
tion definition refers to elements of the meta-models of the source and target
models. Thus, model transformation receives input and output models that
conform to their respective source and target meta-models. At the same
time, a model transformation definition is a model by itself that conforms
to some meta-model, i.e. to a transformation language [18, 7].

Basically, transformation languages can be classified as declarative, im-
perative, and hybrid. Declarative languages require an engineer to specify
relations between source and target meta-models, e.g. in terms of functions.
In contrast, one needs to specify such details as execution order (sequence
of steps) when imperative languages are used. A hybrid type of languages
is an intermediate category that mixes constructs and principles from both
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Figure 2.4: Model transformation: concepts and their relations

declarative and imperative languages.
Depending on the nature of target and source meta-models, transforma-

tion languages can be classified as model-to-model (M2M) and model-to-text
(M2T) transformations [21]. Naturally, the former type of transformations
input a model conforming to a certain meta-model (e.g. UML) and pro-
duce another model that conforms to a different meta-model (e.g. Entity-
Relation Diagram), while the latter type of transformation results in some
textual representation (e.g. Java code). Recently, a third type of transfor-
mation called text-to-model (T2M) has been introduced. Additionally, one
can classify a transformation as endogenous or exogenous. A transformation
is considered to be endogenous if source and target models conform to the
same meta-model. In contrast, an exogenous transformation is used when
source and target models conform to different meta-models.

Model transformation is a powerful concept that is used to automate dif-
ferent tasks of model-based engineering [22]. For example, code generation
is a special type of model transformation where the target model is code.
Model composition, model refactoring, verification, and reverse engineering
are other examples of scenarios where model transformation can be applied.

Abstract Syntax, Concrete Syntax, and Semantics

To enable sophisticated operations with models (e.g. transformation), they
must have a well-defined structure. Therefore, techniques for systematic
definition of meta-models should be used. The research area that concerns
proper definition of complex modelling languages is sometimes referred to
as modelling language engineering [23].

The main elements that define a language are its syntax (i.e. a language’s
notation) and semantics (i.e. a language’s meaning). There are two types
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of syntax that serve for different purposes, namely an abstract syntax and a
concrete syntax [24]. An abstract syntax defines all valid models of modelling
languages. For example, an abstract syntax defines what are concepts of a
modelling language (e.g. classes and their attributes) and what are their
valid relations (e.g. associations). Meta-modelling (see Figure 2.3) is a
technique for defining an abstract syntax. A concrete syntax defines how an
abstract syntax appears for an engineer (i.e. for its users). Thus, a concrete
syntax deals with representation of a modelling language. A concrete syntax
can be represented in textual or visual (e.g. boxes and arrows) notations.

Semantics defines the meaning of a language notation (i.e. syntax).
In general, there are two steps to define semantics for a language. First, a
semantic domain should be defined that provides a meaning for each expres-
sion. This meaning must be an element of another well-understood domain,
e.g. real numbers. Afterwards, a semantic mapping should be created to
bound elements of an abstract syntax to a defined semantic domain.

Domain-specific vs. General-purpose Modelling

Model-based engineering methods distinguish two big categories of mod-
elling languages, namely Domain-Specific Modelling Languages (DSMLs)
and General-Purpose Modelling Languages (GPMLs). DSMLs are languages
that are designed for a certain domain [25]. Such languages are usually de-
signed by a group of experts to be used in a specific context or company
to facilitate a particular task (e.g. the task of describing things in that do-
main). In other words, a DSML allows the user to specify a solution using
terms of a problem domain that are built in this DSML. Besides, DSMLs
are intended to support a better reuse of functionality recurring in a set of
modelling tasks. Thus, a DSML is optimised for a certain class of problems
within a domain. In contrast, a GPML does not target a specific domain,
but rather is intended to be applied in any domain.

Since expressiveness of DSMLs is bound to a particular domain, they
can be used only for a predefined set of problems. In contrast, GPMLs
are advertised to be suitable for a wide range of modelling tasks. However,
DSMLs bring higher productivity and conciseness in modelling since an en-
gineer operates with a limited set of concepts that are familiar and intuitive
for a considered domain.

There are a lot of discussions on the topic of “DSML vs. GPML”. Both
classes of languages are suitable for different purposes and scenarios. There-
fore, it is rational to be aware of their advantages and disadvantages through
their systematic comparison. Boundaries between domain-specialisation are
not obvious: any language is more or less domain-specific [2]. In this sec-
tion, we outline some characteristics that are typical for a pure DSML and
GPML.

A pure DSML can be characterised by the following set of peculiarities:
it is designed for a small and well-defined domain; it has a relatively small
size with a limited set of user-defined abstractions; its development takes
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months to years; it is designed by a few domain experts; its user community
is a small and accessible group. In contrast, a real GPML is designed for a
large and complex domain; it has a large language size with a sophisticated
set of general abstractions; its development usually spans over years and
decades; it is designed by gurus and large communities.

To conclude our discussions about DSMLs and GPMLs, Figure 2.5 il-
lustrates views on relations between domains and languages presented by
Voelter [2]. Figure 2.5(a) shows the relations between domains as a hierar-
chical structure where a domain of a pure GPML is the lowest level. An
example of a languages order based on their domain-specificity is depicted in
Figure 2.5(b). We believe that these figures give a good intuition on bound-
aries between domain-specific and general-purpose modelling languages.

(a) Domain hierarchy (b) Language order

Figure 2.5: Relations between domains and languages, adapted from [2]

Model-based vs. Model-driven Engineering

A set of development paradigms that rely on models as a key artefact have
recently emerged. They are Model-Based Engineering (MBE), Model-Driven
Development (MDD), Model-Driven Engineering (MDE), and Model-Driven
Architecture (MDA). However, these techniques can be distinguished based
on the role of models in the proposed processes.

To begin with, we briefly explain the difference between “model-driven”
and “model-based” prefixes. Intuitively, the latter is a softer version of the
former: the former prefix says that models drive the process, while in the
latter case models play an important role, but are not key artefacts. In
case of “model-driven”, it is often expected that a model is used to generate
the final implementation. In contrast, for the “model-based” techniques, a
model can be used for various kinds of analysis and even test generation,
but the actual implementation can be done by developers. Thus, MDE can
be considered as a subset of MBE [7]. Similarly, MDD is a subset of MDE,
since the letter “D” stands for “Development” that is one type of activity
in system engineering. Finally, MDA is a realisation of MDD proposed by
Open Management Group (OMG) [19] that is inherently based on OMG
standards.
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2.2.2 UML

Unified Modelling Language (UML) is a widely accepted general purpose
modelling language. Modelling concepts defined by UML are organised in
different types of diagrams. The current version of UML (v2.4.1) [17] dif-
ferentiates 14 types of diagrams. These diagrams are classified in two cat-
egories: those that are intended to model structural and behaviour parts
of a system. Each type of diagram uses different modelling concepts that
together allow describing diverse aspects of a system.

There are seven types of structural diagrams. A class diagram shows
system’s classes, their attributes, their operations, and the relations among
classes. A component diagram shows the components of a system and their
relations. A composite structure diagram shows the internal structure of
a class and the interaction (collaboration) that this structure enables. A
deployment diagram can be used to show the hardware/software parts of
a system and artefacts deployed on this execution environment. An ob-
ject diagram shows instantiation of the system classes. A package diagram
shows the logical organisation of a system as a set of packages and their de-
pendencies. Finally, a profile diagram encapsulates custom domain-specific
extensions of the standard UML constructs (see below).

Behaviour of a system can be described using seven types of diagrams.
An activity diagram can be used to show a workflow (both control and data)
of a system. A state machine diagram shows the system’s states and their
transitions. A use case diagram is used to give a high-level description of a
system in terms of actors, their goals, and dependencies between actors and
goals. Communication and sequence diagrams are used to describe the inter-
action and communication between objects as sequences of messages using
different syntaxes. The last two types of diagrams are interaction overview
and timing diagrams that enable creation of an overview of a system and
specifying some timing constraints of operations respectively.

This rich set of diagrams allows capturing different aspects of a system.
All together, they have a complex and diverse syntax, but rather weak se-
mantics. As a result, UML diagrams are used for modelling tasks in many
different domains, but these models are not comparable due to the absence
of a commonly agreed semantic domain. Therefore, usually a small subset
of UML (i.e. some syntactical constructs such as a subset of UML class di-
agrams) is used and is further supported by a user-defined semantics bound
to a considered domain.

In addition, the UML standard defines extensibility mechanisms that
can be used to add domain-specificity to UML. They are profiles, stereo-
types and tag values. A profile is a special type of package that contains
stereotypes. A visual representation of a profile is referred to as a profile
diagram. A stereotype allows adding a set of specific properties (suitable
for a particular domain) into existing UML concepts (e.g. class, activity,
component). Thus, a stereotype can be considered as a mechanism to re-
fine existing UML concepts with required non-standard semantics. Each
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stereotype extends (refines) some UML base meta-class (e.g. class, prop-
erty, named element). Therefore, a stereotype can be used to annotate only
those concepts that extend the same meta-class. A stereotype can introduce
additional domain-specific properties. These properties are defined through
so called tag values. Figure 2.6 depicts a small example of a stereotype def-
inition and its usage. Figure 2.6(a) shows a stereotype called Car that has
two attributes, namely colour and brand. Thereafter, we have applied the
stereotype Car to specialise the class BondCar (see Figure 2.6(b)). Hence,
BondCar has all the properties declared for the Car stereotype. The colour
and brand properties can be assigned to some values using tag values. For
our example in Figure 2.6(b), they are black and Aston Martin respectively.

(a) Definition of a stereo-
type

(b) Usage of a stereotype
and tag

Figure 2.6: Example of the stereotype definition and usage

Note, that a stereotype should not be confused with the inheritance
relation. Annotation of entities with a certain stereotype does not bring
the classical child-parent dependency. In our example, if we remove the
stereotype Car from the model, the class BondCar will still exist but without
the colour and brand properties that belong to the stereotype Car. In
contrast, a child can not exist without a parent when the inheritance relation
is established.

One can distinguish two main approaches to defining a UML profile [26].
The first approach starts directly by defining a set of stereotypes that extend
the UML meta-model. The second approach introduces a more systematic
two-stage process.

According to the latter approach, an engineer first needs to create a
conceptual model for a domain. A conceptual model describes all (relevant)
concepts of a selected domain and their relations. In the second stage,
the actual set of stereotypes together with their attributes and constraints
is derived from a conceptual model. This process is sometimes referred
to as mapping [27]. Lagarde et al. [26] suggest to automate this step to
avoid errors and to enable relevant verifications to ensure consistency of the
resulting profile with its conceptual model. In the context of the modelling
language engineering explained in Section 2.2, the mentioned conceptual
model can be referred to as an abstract syntax and a profile as a concrete
syntax.
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2.2.3 MARTE

MARTE [28] is a standardised UML profile designed for Modelling and Anal-
ysis of Real-Time Embedded systems. It contains a rich set of concepts to
support design and analysis of embedded systems. The structure of this pro-
file is outlined in Figure 2.7. The MARTE foundations package provides a
set of concepts required to model non-functional properties (the NFP pack-
age), time properties (the Time package), generic resources of an execution
platform (the GRM package), and resource allocation (the Alloc package).
These foundations serve as basics for the MARTE design and analysis mod-
els.

The design package (or model) contains sub-packages to describe the
hardware and software resources, namely Hardware Resource Modeling (HRM)
and Software Resource Modeling (SRM). Additionally, the design modelling
packages contains concepts to model a component structure and applica-
tion features. These concepts are encapsulated into the Generic Component
Model package (GCM) and High-Level Application Modeling (HLAM) pack-
ages. The MARTE analysis package provides facilities to model the context
required to perform analysis of real-time and performance characteristics of
embedded systems. In particular, the Generic Quantitative Analysis Model-
ing (GQAM) package defines a set of general terms while its extensions refine
them to support schedulability (SAM) and performance analysis (PAM).

Figure 2.7: Structure of the MARTE profile

Figure 2.8 shows the basic elements of the GQAM package. Its central
concept is the Analysis Context. This concept aggregates all relevant infor-
mation needed to describe the constitutents of any type of analysis. In par-
ticular, the analysis context concept relates resource platform and workload
behaviour elements. A workload behaviour defines a set of system operations
that are triggered over time by a set of workload events. A resource platform
is a container for resources, i.e. hardware/software execution platform, that
are used by the system operations mentioned above.

Several experience reports on applying the MARTE profile to indus-
trial cases exist. In general, we can distinguish the following strategies for
MARTE exploitation:

• Strategy 1: The whole design process is maintained using MARTE.
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Figure 2.8: Structure of the MARTE analysis packages

• Strategy 2: A part of MARTE is reused. The rest of modelling is
maintained extending MARTE with new concepts or using another
profile together with MARTE.

• Strategy 3: A currently used DSML is adapted and mapped onto
MARTE constructs. Additionally, some new concepts existing in a
selected DSML are created to extend MARTE.

André et al. [29] and Zimmermann et al. [30] explore some MARTE pack-
ages to model System-on-Chip and Network-on-Chip systems respectively,
employing strategy 2. In particular, they use time and hardware resource
modelling capabilities of MARTE. Some concepts added into MARTE con-
cepts are Bridge (an extension of the MARTE HwBridge stereotype), Port
(an extension of the HwEndPoint stereotype), and CPU (an extension of
the HwProcessor stereotype). Following the same strategy, Iqbal et al. [31]
use concepts from the NFP and GRM packages together with a set of con-
cepts from another profile to encompass the task of model-based robustness
testing. Bernardi et al. [32] and Cancila et al. [33] define two profiles for de-
pendability (DAM) and safety (SOPHIA) analyses extending the MARTE
analysis modelling packages.

Espinoza et al. [34] present results of the ADAMS project [35] where stan-
dards from the automative domain, namely AUTOSAR and EAST-ADL2,
are aligned with MARTE. This use of MARTE corresponds to strategy 3 of
our classification. Demathieu et al. [36] present their experience on applying
MARTE for an academic case study where a robot system is modelled us-
ing the SRM and HRM MARTE packages. This work is an example where
strategy 1 within our classification is employed.

2.2.4 SPACE

We proceed to describe a method that employs a modelling language that
is based on a subset of the UML standard enriching it with the formal
semantics.

SPACE is a model-based engineering method [3] supported by the Arc-
tis tool-set [37]. When this method is used, applications are composed of
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building blocks that can specify local behaviour as well as the interaction
between several distributed entities. This specification style enables a rapid
application development since, on average, more than 70% of a system spec-
ification comes from reusable building blocks provided in domain-specific
libraries [38]. In turn, this strategy helps to reduce the expertise required
in developing cross-domain applications. An additional benefit is the formal
semantics of the specification defined by Kraemer and Herrmann [39], which
makes it possible to verify system properties, e.g. that the building blocks
are correctly integrated into activities [37].

Figure 2.9 gives an overview of the SPACE method [39]. An engineer
starts studying a library of reusable building blocks. In case a needed build-
ing block does not exist in the library, an engineer can start creating a new
one and add it into the library for its further reuse. Each building block
can cover the behaviour of a single component as well as collaborative be-
haviour among several components. Building blocks can be domain-specific
or quite general that can be integrated into several systems. Each building
block is described as a combination of UML collaborations (an element of
a UML composite structure diagram), activities (an element of a UML ac-
tivity diagram), and so-called external state machines (ESMs) that specify
externally visible behaviour of building blocks. Several building blocks are
composed into a system with desired services. At this stage, analysis of a
composed system (e.g. verification of functional or safety properties) can be
performed due to the defined transformation of collaborative models into a
temporal logic formula that serves as an input to the TLA (Temporal Logic
of Actions) model checker [40]. Thereafter, the resulted system design is
automatically transformed into state machines, that can be further used to
generate implementation code via relevant transformations.

Our contribution enhances the step composition and analysis from Fig-
ure 2.9 when it comes to decide on a set of security measures expressed as
reusable building blocks. In particular, we elaborate a method to select a set
of security building blocks that are suitable for a system under development
according to identified security needs.

Figure 2.9: SPACE model-based engineering method, adapted from [3]

In the following, we explain elements of the modelling language used
by SPACE, namely local blocks, collaborative blocks, and external state
machines. We use a small example of a simple e-consultation application
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depicted in Figure 2.10 to demonstrate the introduced elements. In this
scenario, a customer sends a question to a consultant. The consultant pro-
cesses the question and sends a reply to the customer. The system structure
is specified by a UML collaboration as shown in Figure 2.10(a). On this
diagram, the collaboration roles depicted as rectangles represent two com-
ponents of the system, namely a Customer and a Consultant. These two
components are bound to the client and server roles respectively. The col-
laboration use, namely the chart:Simple Chart block, that is depicted as an
ellipse encapsulates a logic of the component interaction.

Figure 2.10(b) shows the behaviour view of the system that is modelled
as a UML activity with a slightly modified syntax. The e-consultation sce-
nario is built of two partitions, i.e. the client and the server, that model
the corresponding entities, i.e. a customer and a consultant. These parti-
tions include three building blocks (instantiated as call behaviour actions),
namely cm:Customer, cnt:Consultant, and chart:Simple Chart. The former
two blocks model the local behaviour and are denoted local blocks, while
the latter block models interaction between entities and called collaborative
block. Each of these blocks is associated with another UML activity that
details their behaviour (not shown in Figure 2.10).

(a) UML Collaboration (b) UML Activity

(c) External State Machine

Figure 2.10: Model of a simple e-consultation application in SPACE

The overall activity is called system block. In our example, the local
blocks are initiated with a special node denoted as filled circle (•). Pins at
sides of building blocks are used to control their behaviour passing tokens of
control or data flows along corresponding edges. The white pins represent
pins that are used to start (the start and in-ask pins) or to terminate (the
out-reply pins) building blocks. The dark pins denote streaming pins, i.e.
pins that are used just to pass data objects. In our case, they are ask, reply,
out-ask, and in-reply. The pins out-reply and in-ask transmit data objects
as well, but these are activating and deactivating pins respectively, and,
therefore, are coloured in white.
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Figure 2.10(c) illustrates the ESM for the Simple Chart building block
that is a modified UML state machine. The labels of the transitions refer
to pins that sit on sides of the corresponding building block used to pass
tokens. Thus, pins are used to activate transitions. The slash symbol (/)
indicates if a transition is activated by an input (the slash symbol follows
the label) or output (the slash symbol preceeds the label) pin.

Similar to functional building blocks, security mechanisms can be ex-
pressed as self-contained building blocks. SPACE has been already used
for encapsulating security functionality in the form of building blocks [41]
validating their correct integration [42]. Additionally, the recent work of
Gunawan and Herrmann [43] enables compositional verification of security
properties for SPACE models.

2.2.5 Tools

MBE promotes the use of modelling for a set of sophisticated tasks of system
development. It defines techniques to manipulate produced models, e.g.
for simulation, verification, and transformation. These techniques, in turn,
must be supported with corresponding tools to enjoy all benefits that are
provided by MBE. This section outlines some basic and widely spread tools
that enable the practices of MBE.

There are two main languages for meta-modelling, namely MOF (referred
to in Section 2.2.1) and Ecore. Recall, that a meta-model or abstract syntax
defines the structure of a modelling language, i.e. its constructs, relations,
and properties. Ecore is a meta-modelling language used within the Eclipse
Modelling Framework (EMF) [44]. The EMF project is a widely used mod-
elling framework that allows engineers to work with modelling languages.
EMF provides facilities to define abstract and concrete syntax, and to create
editors for custom models and Java code for developed meta-models. MOF
is an OMG standard language for meta-modelling that, in particular, defines
UML. OMG defines two variants for MOF, namely Essential MOF (EMOF)
and Complete MOF (CMOF). CMOF extends EMOF with additional struc-
tures. To specify a modelling language using EMOF, an engineer can use the
Kermeta tool [45]. Alternatively, KM3 (Kernel Meta-Meta-Model) [46] is a
textual language to create meta-models for DSMLs. Meta-models specified
in Ecore or MOF can be serialised to an XMI file.

A variety of tools exist to define a concrete syntax for a DSML. For
example, Graphiti [47] and GMF [48] are Eclipse-based graphic frameworks
that allow developing custom editors. These tools enable automatic gener-
ation of a basic editor that can be further refined and tuned. Alternatively,
an engineer can define the text representation of a concrete syntax for a
modelling language using such tools as Xtext [49]. It provides a language to
define grammars and a generator to create parsers and Eclipse-based editors
for DSMLs.

A lot of tools are available for modelling with UML: MagicDraw [9],
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Enterprise Architecture [50], Rhapsody [51], to name some main examples.
Additionally, EMF provides its own UML2Tool plug-in [52] for defining UML
models. Most of the tools mentioned above already support the use of the
MARTE profile providing corresponding plug-ins. Moreover, MARTE is
implemented in the Eclipse-based Papyrus tool [53]. In our work, we use
the MagicDraw tool together with its MARTE plug-in since MagicDraw was
used in a European project in which we participated. Besides, we use the
Eclipse-based Arctis tool-set [37] to work with the language of the model-
based engineering method SPACE describe in Section 2.2.4.

Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) and Query/View/Transform
(QVT) are M2M transformation languages. QVT (QVT Operational) [54] is
an imperative language standardised by OMG that allows specifying unidi-
rectional transformations. ATL [55] is a declarative and imperative (hybrid)
language developed within EMF. To create transformations using these lan-
guages, an engineer needs to write a script. Henshin [56] and EMorF [57]
are declarative EMF M2M transformation languages where transformations
are specified graphically. There is also an extensive support for M2T trans-
formations. For example, EMF provides Java Emitter Template (JET),
Acceleo, and Xpand template-based languages.

2.3 Ontology Technologies

An ontology [58] represents knowledge in a particular domain as a set of
concepts and their relations. This knowledge is formalised as a logic-based
system and described by knowledge representation languages. In particular,
we use the Web Ontology Language (OWL2) [59] which is a commonly used
and standardised language for creation of large ontologies.

OWL represents an ontology as a sequence of axioms. These axioms
describe classes, relations between classes, and their individuals. An OWL
class declares the concept of a domain and can be refined by sub-classes.
OWL individuals are instances of OWL classes. OWL supports two types
of relations. OWL object property defines a relation between two individu-
als, where one of them plays the role of a domain, and another one plays
the role of a value range. In other words, domain defines a subject of a
relation, whereas range defines an object. OWL datatype property serves to
introduce relations between an individual (domain) and the XML schema
datatypes (range) known as XSD (XML Schema Definition). XSD provides
such primitive data types as boolean, integer, etc.

The OWL language supports a set of constructs that facilitate man-
agement of ontologies. In particular, the OWL language implements the
importing feature, which allows relating different OWL ontologies using the
owl:import statement. When merging two or more ontologies, it may be the
case that these ontologies contain overlapping concepts that have different
names, but actually refer to the same things from the reality. Such simi-
lar concepts should be related in the merged ontology using the construct
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owl:sameAs. This procedure sometimes is referred as ontologies alignment
that is the process of determining correspondences between concepts.

OWL ontologies enable querying of the declared knowledge by combin-
ing ontology reasoners (e.g. Pellet or HermiT) and SPARQL querying lan-
guage [60]. SPARQL 1.1 is a standard query language (recommended by
W3C) to execute data queries on top of OWL. It supports yes/no-questions
(the ASK query form), a selection which matches a desired pattern (the SE-
LECT query form), filtering (the FILTER modifier), sorting (the ORDER
modifier), string matching, etc.

To design and manage an ontology, one can use such a tool as Protégé [61].
Since tools developed in this work are Java-based, we exploit the Java OWL
API [62, 63] to manipulate ontologies (i.e. addition and modification of
axioms). To execute SPARQL queries, one can load an ontology into the
Protégé tool and use its SPARQL plug-in [64]. In our work, we use Java
APIs provided by the widely accepted Jena [65] framework to query on-
tologies. It provides the SPARQL compliant query engine (among other
services) for OWL ontologies.

The OWL standard [66] defines three variants of OWL, namely OWL
Lite, OWL DL (Description Logic), and OWL Full. These three sub-
languages have different expressiveness and, consequently, different com-
plexity, and, therefore, are used for different purposes. OWL Lite is the
simplest variant and allows the user to capture classification hierarchy and
constraints with restricted expressiveness. For example, it permits only 0
and 1 as cardinality values. However, it has a simple implementation and
comparatively easy to use. In contrast, OWL DL is the most expressive
variant. It supports all OWL constructs, but their use is restricted by a set
of requirements and rules outlined by W3C [66]. These constraints maintain
computational completeness and decidability of this language. OWL Full re-
laxes constraints of OWL DL and enjoys all capabilities of OWL constructs.
The price for this freedom is absence of any computational guarantees.

Ontologies for Security

A number of ontologies for security have been proposed. For example, Her-
zog et al. [67] and Fenz and Ekelhart [68] introduce two ontologies that
formalise the domain of information security from different aspects; Kim et
al. [69] present an ontology for annotating web-services; Karyda et al. [70]
propose an ontology to assist reuse of the experts’ security knowledge in
the area e-government applications. Extended surveys and classification of
different security ontologies can be found in works of Blanco et al. [71] and
Souag et al. [72] where the authors discuss 28 and 17 security ontologies
respectively. In our work, we adopt the ontology presented by Herzog et al.
since it is built upon classic components of risk analysis. We continue with
a brief description of this ontology.

The core of Herzog et al. ontology [67] consists of six classes. Four of
them are concepts related to risk analysis, i.e. asset, vulnerability, threat,
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and countermeasure. The remaining two classes are security goal and de-
fence strategy. Relations between these concepts are defined as follows: an
asset can have several vulnerabilities; a threat threatens assets with respect
to some security goals; a countermeasure protects assets with respect to
security goals by means of defence strategies.

The ontology gives diverse classifications of countermeasures, assets,
threats, and vulnerabilities relevant for information security. In particu-
lar, the ontology defines 133 countermeasures, 79 assets, 88 threats, and 14
vulnerabilities. The security goal and defence strategy classes are described
by a set of individuals. Six individuals are defined for the defence strat-
egy class, namely correction, deflection, detection, deterrence, prevention,
and recovery. Fifteen individuals are defined for the security goal class, e.g.
confidentiality, integrity, authorisation, and anonymity.

2.4 Case Study: Metering Infrastructure

Figure 2.11 depicts an infrastructure called Trusted Sensor Network (TSN)
from the smart metering domain. This case study is provided by the Mixed-
Mode company that are active in the European SecFutur project [10]. TSN
is built of a set of metering devices, database servers, client applications,
and a communication infrastructure. The main goal of this system is to
measure energy consumption at households and to associate measurements
with the clients’ data for billing purposes.

Figure 2.11: Smart metering infrastructure (an overview)

The actual measurement is done by Trusted Sensor Modules (TSMs)
consisting of a computing platform and physical sensors. The acquired mea-
surement data is transferred via a local bus from each TSM to a Trusted
Sensor Module Collector (TSMC). All measurements collected by TSMCs
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are eventually sent to an operator server through a general-purpose network.
Note that the TSMC is also an embedded device, similar to TSM but with
more functionality. That is, TSMC and TSM are functional modules that
are implemented on the same physical platform.

The overall specification of this case study consists of 11 main scenar-
ios that have a range of diverse security considerations. In this thesis, we
focus on the measurement data transfer from TSM to TSMC and from
TSMC to an operator server. Consequently, we concentrate on those se-
curity issues that concern confidentiality and integrity of the measurement
data produced, collected, or stored by the system components.





Chapter 3

SEED: Bird’s Eye View

This chapter presents a Security-Enhanced Embedded system Design (SEED)
approach, that provides concepts, methods, and tools for dealing with secu-
rity issues of embedded systems already at the design phase.

3.1 Introduction to SEED

SEED addresses the situation when system engineers are not necessarily
security experts, and when security experts are not easily accessible to assist
system engineers. Overall, the SEED approach rests on three basic principles
discussed in the introduction:

• model-orientation,

• domain specialisation, and

• separation of responsibilities and concerns.

Besides these principles, there is another significant design consideration,
namely the proposed approach is defined as an increment to existing prac-
tices and process models known for embedded system development. These
concerns for security-related processes have been revealed by Whit and Har-
rison [73]. The authors point out that among factors that prevent enforcing
security in a systematic way are a lack of security expertise and hesitation
of system engineers to commit to follow a new approach that deals with the
security aspects due to associated risks.

The SEED approach can be considered in two parts that describe it at
two levels of abstraction. These parts are SEED foundation and SEED re-
alisation. The SEED foundation is a generic form of the proposed process1

that can be instantiated for different technologies, modelling and formal lan-
guages. The SEED foundation defines main activities, involved roles, used

1The words approach and process are used interchangeably in this thesis.
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principles, and their exploitation. The SEED realisation is an implementa-
tion of the generic process on a selected set of technologies and languages.
In this thesis, the set of languages and technologies selected for one SEED
realisation are SPACE, MARTE, and ontology.

This chapter focuses on presenting the generic process, i.e. the SEED
foundation. The realisation details are explained in Chapters 4 and 5 where
we also illustrate application of the SEED using the smart metering case
study.

3.2 The SEED Foundation

Figure 3.1 depicts the generic process2 of the SEED foundation. It consists
of three activities: creation of a system model, capturing of the domain-
specific security knowledge, and development of a security-enhanced embed-
ded system. These activities are performed by embedded system engineers
or security experts. Thus, the SEED approach acts as a vehicle for commu-
nication between the two expert groups. We continue explaining each of the
above-mentioned activities.

Figure 3.1: Generic process – the SEED foundation

3.2.1 Creation of a System Model

The activity of creation of a system model is performed by an embedded
system engineer. Figure 3.2(a) depicts a fragment of a simplified embed-
ded system design flow that demonstrates artefacts that are used for the
SEED foundation. Note, that this figure does not detail how an embedded

2It has been developed in cooperation with research partners from the EU FP7 Sec-
Futur project [10].
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system engineer produces the artefacts (see the process models described in
Section 2.1).

An embedded system engineer starts from system specifications and cre-
ates a functional model of a system and a set of models for potential ex-
ecution platforms. A functional model of a system is a set of modelling
elements that describe structural and behavioural aspects of an application,
e.g. UML class and activity diagrams respectively. An execution platform
model of a system describes an assembly of resources. Each resource pro-
vides some services to support execution of an application described as a
functional model. Thereafter, an embedded system engineer proceeds to
select the best-fitted execution platform. This step includes allocation of
elements of a functional model onto available resources, i.e. onto the exe-
cution platform model. In other words, allocation is used to establish an
association between elements of functional and execution platform models.
To sum up, the generic process, i.e. the SEED foundation, uses three arte-
facts produced while designing an embedded system. These artefacts are a
functional model, execution platform model (just platform model from now
on), and allocation information.

Hence, SEED is intended to support security analysis when a system en-
gineer has a version of a system design when some decisions about function-
ality of an embedded system and its hardware/software architecture have
been made. At this point, an embedded system engineer has relevant in-
formation needed to estimate the system’s capabilities to deal with security
aspects. In particular, the initial system design is present, valuable objects
and actions that influence them are known, and the capacity of a system
dedicated for security enforcement of security can be indicated.

3.2.2 Capturing the Domain-specific Security Knowl-
edge

Capturing (and consequently storing) of the domain-specific security knowl-
edge is an essential step to enable further reuse. This activity is conducted
by a domain security expert (just a security expert or a security engineer
from now on), i.e. a security expert who has knowledge about an appli-
cation domain. The main task that a security expert completes as a part
of this activity is to describe available security mechanisms. Additionally,
a security expert provides other relevant information that is needed for an
embedded system engineer to make informed decisions to select a suitable
set of security mechanisms.

Figure 3.2(b) illustrates a simplified flow of a security mechanism de-
velopment adopted in SEED. First, a functional model is created based
on some mathematical abstraction, e.g. an algorithm defined as a math-
ematical object for further analysis. Similarly to an embedded system,
a functional model defines behaviour and structural aspects of a security
mechanism. Thereafter, a security expert proceeds to implement it. At the
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implementation phase, besides a functional model, a security expert needs
some information about execution platform constraints, e.g. to select an
implementation language or libraries. Thereafter, the evaluation step al-
lows studying performance aspects of a security mechanism (i.e. the created
resource overhead for a provided security level) on selected evaluation exe-
cution platforms given a certain workload.

The set of artefacts mentioned above, namely a functional model, ex-
ecution platform constraints, data about performance evaluation (evalua-
tion platforms, workload, and results of evaluation), constitute the domain-
specific security knowledge. Recall that a domain represents an application
domain like smart metering devices and set-top boxes in the context of
this work. Additionally, the domain-specific security knowledge includes a
declaration of security properties provided by a security mechanism. All
together, these artefacts give a holistic view on existing security solutions
needed to support their integration into an embedded system. For exam-
ple, an embedded system engineer can study such aspects as: whether a
system integrated with a security mechanism still maintains its dedicated
functionality in a satisfactory way; or whether an integrated security mech-
anism fits in the resource-related constraints of an embedded system; or
whether security properties of an integrated security mechanism correspond
to formulated security requirements of a system.

The domain-specific security knowledge is stored in a repository so that
it is available for an embedded system engineer to its further reuse. The
domain specialisation of security knowledge is motivated by the following
rationale. Security requirements for a particular application depend on po-
tentially present threats that vary based on the nature of an application and
deployment environment (i.e. a domain). As a result, the domain-specific
security knowledge will have a different set of required security properties
and, consequently, associated with them security mechanisms that satisfy
these security properties.

3.2.3 Development of a Security-enhanced Embedded
System

An embedded system engineer carries out the activity of development of a
security-enhanced embedded system. The goal is to extend a system model
with security features that are retrieved from relevant parts of the domain-
specific security knowledge. In particular, this activity of the SEED foun-
dation is built of three basic steps:

• First, a system model is analysed to identify those parts that need
security protection. Both functional and execution platform models
are subjects of this analysis.

• Second, the security knowledge is consulted to retrieve a set of rel-
evant security properties (based on outcomes of the previous step).
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(a) Embedded system (b) Security mechanism

Figure 3.2: Fragments of simplified design flows

Consequently, a set of security mechanisms that are available in the
repository to satisfy identified security properties are also retrieved
from the domain-specific security knowledge.

• Finally, since integration of a new feature into an embedded system
comes with resource claims, a selected set of security mechanisms is
studied with respect to a potentially created resource overhead.

The result of this activity is an embedded system design extended with
a suitable set of security mechanisms that meet security goals of a system
under development.

In this section, we have described the SEED foundation that presents
the generic process intended to support an embedded system engineer and
security expert in designing security-enhanced systems. In the next chap-
ters, we describe one instance of the SEED realisation. In particular, we
clarify in terms of specific concepts, methods, languages, and technologies
how the domain-specific security knowledge is captured by a security expert
(in Chapter 4) and how it is applied by an embedded system engineer (in
Chapter 5).





Chapter 4

Capturing of the
Domain-specific Security
Knowledge

This chapter details the “capturing of the domain-specific security knowl-
edge” activity for the SEED realisation. Recall from Figure 3.1, that as a
part of this activity, a security expert creates a set of artefacts to describe the
existing security mechanisms. This description includes functional model of
security solutions, their provided security properties, and information about
their performance evaluation. In order to structure and operate with this
information, we develop two concepts, namely a Domain-Specific Security
Model (DSSM) and a Performance Evaluation Record (PER). These con-
cepts are formalised as a set of ontologies. Additionally, we employ methods
and tools from the area of model-based engineering, like modelling languages
and transformations, to facilitate the creation and usage of these concepts
by embedded system engineers and security experts.

We describe the developed concepts and their support in Section 4.1.
Thereafter, Section 4.2 explains processes and tools created to assist a se-
curity expert to work with the introduced concepts.

4.1 Developed Concepts and Artefacts

As mentioned above, our approach rests on two concepts. DSSM is a concept
used by a security expert to describe a security solution; PER is another
one that serves to describe results of performance evaluation of a security
solution. These concepts are implemented by aligning two technologies,
namely UML and ontologies. In the following, Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2
explain the DSSM and PER concepts respectively.
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4.1.1 Domain-specific Security Model

A scheme depicted in Figure 4.1 shows the introduced artefacts and their
relations. The core artefact is an ontology that we use to define the structure
for description of the domain-specific security knowledge. Among studied
ontologies for the security domain, the one created by Herzog et al. [67] fits
our needs. This ontology is a general information security ontology and was
explained in Section 2.3. The ontology created in our work is an adapted
Herzog et al. security ontology and is called core security ontology. To
facilitate the use of this ontology we define an expert’s front-end using the
widely accepted UML standard. In particular, the core security ontology
is represented as a UML class model. This UML class model serves as
a simple tool used by security experts to describe their knowledge about
existing security solutions. Therefore, an instance of this model, i.e. object
diagram, is actually the captured domain-specific security knowledge and is
called Domain-Specific Security Model (DSSM). We transform each DSSM
into the OWL syntax and use it to extend the original core security ontology.
We refer to an extended ontology as an enriched security ontology. In the
following, we continue explaining the mentioned artefacts in more detail.

Figure 4.1: DSSM concept and related artefacts

Core Security Ontology

The core security ontology adapted from the Herzog et al. [67] ontology
is depicted in Figure 4.2. The main point of departure arises in order to
introduce three new concepts, which are security property, security building
block, and domain. Thus, the use of the Herzog et al. ontology has served its
purposes outlined by the authors [67], namely as a learning material about
the structure of information security and as a framework for developing new
detailed security taxonomies. We proceed to describe the adapted ontology
used to support the processes of capturing and using the domain-specific
security knowledge.

In the core security ontology, we reuse three basic concepts introduced by
Herzog et al. [67], namely asset, security goal, and defence strategy. Assets
are the “objects of value” of a system that are needed to be protected. In
our context, they can be stationary data residing on a physical component
or data in transit being transmitted between different components. Other
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Figure 4.2: Core security ontology fragment

types of assets, e.g. algorithms or Intellectual Properties (IPs), may also be
considered and introduced. The protection of an asset leads to the fulfil-
ment of a particular security goal like protecting its confidentiality, integrity,
or availability. The countermeasures introduced below follow a certain de-
fence strategy, e.g. preventing attacks or recovering after an attack. For
the security goal and for the defence strategy, we reuse all the terms (i.e.
individuals) defined in the ontology of Herzog et al.

In addition to these elements, the core security ontology introduces new
concepts, which are shown as grey boxes in Figure 4.2. Two of them are
abstract and concrete Security Building Blocks (SBBs) replacing the notion
of a countermeasure used by Herzog et al. [67]. These refinements enable
us to distinguish between more general countermeasures represented by the
abstract SBBs and their implementations specified as concrete SBBs. For
example, an abstract SBB might refer to a cryptographic hash function as
a general method to provide integrity while the different realisations of the
hash function (e.g. SHA-1, MD2, or MD5), that are implemented as a piece
of code or hardware, are each described by a concrete SBB. With respect
to the resource limits of embedded systems, it is important to note that
the implementations may have different resource footprints. Each concrete
SBB has some functional model and platform model. The latter may be
considered as a description of platform components that are required by a
concrete SBB for execution. Further, a concrete SBB can comply with some
standards, e.g. it may have passed some certification. Another concept
introduced by our ontology is the notion of security properties encompassing
the three notions: assets, security goals, and defence strategies. Finally,
we enrich the ontology with the concept of a domain that represents an
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application domain, e.g. the smart metering domain.
The relations in the core security ontology are defined as follows. Like

the countermeasures in the Herzog et al. ontology, an abstract SBB protects
an asset, provides some security goals, and uses some defence strategies. We
have modified the protects relation for a security goal and a defence strategy
used by Herzog et al. [67] since we find that the provides and uses relations
reflect more precisely their semantics within our process. In addition to
these three relations, an abstract SBB belongs to some application domain.
A concrete SBB implements an abstract SBB but, in turn, may create cer-
tain assets itself. Therefore, both the assets in the core system and the assets
created to realise the concrete SBBs require security goals. For example, the
keys in some implementation of a public key cryptography mechanism have
to be protected in order to fulfil the confidentiality and integrity goals. Func-
tional and platform models are related to the concrete SBB concept with
the has relation. The last relation of the concrete SBB concepts is a comply
that relates it to the standard concept. This covers common requirements
in engineering of networked embedded systems. In the metering domain, for
example, a system will have to fulfil legal calibration requirements follow-
ing a standard. Finally, a security property relates assets, security goals,
and defence strategies, which in the following sections will be referred to by
triplets [asset, security goal, defence strategy].

The UML Representation

To support a security expert in capturing the domain-specific security knowl-
edge that is formalised as the core security ontology, we represent the ontol-
ogy as a UML class model depicted in Figure 4.3. Each DSSM is effectively
an instantiation of the core security ontology. Therefore, we specify a DSSM
as an instance of this class model. The security knowledge captured by each
DSSM is used to extend our core security ontology presented above with
a corresponding set of axioms on relations and individuals. This enables
us to use the ontology querying and reasoning services to extract required
parts when this knowledge is required for an embedded system engineer. In
other words, the class model in Figure 4.3 serves as a language dedicated for
capturing knowledge by security experts, i.e. to create DSSMs, while the
ontology in Figure 4.2 is a formalism for this language [25].

It is worth mentioning, that the UML model in Figure 4.3 is not a di-
rect transformation of the security ontology from Figure 4.2 since it is not
domain knowledge by itself, but rather a tool to capture the knowledge.
The model consists of five classes and three relations, which are direct map-
pings of the elements of the core security ontology. The preserved classes
are Asset, AbstractSBB, ConcreteSBB, DataStationary, and DataInTran-
sit. The preserved relations are implements (between ConcreteSBB and
AbstractSBB), protects (between Asset and AbstractSBB), and creates (be-
tween ConcreteSBB and Asset). The is-a relation from DataStationary and
DataInTransit to Asset in the core security ontology is modelled in the form
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Figure 4.3: UML representation of the core security ontology

of generalisations.
Other elements of the core security ontology are specified in a differ-

ent way. Instances of the security goal and defence strategy classes are
represented as the enumerations SecurityGoalKind respective DefenceStrat-
egyKind. The uses relation between the abstract SBB and defence strategy
classes in our ontology is represented by the property usesStrategy in the
class AbstractSBB. Likewise, the providesGoal property in AbstractSBB re-
places the provides relation between the abstract SBB and security goal
classes of the core security ontology. Similarly, the functional model, plat-
form model, and standard concepts related to the concrete SBB concept are
represented as the mFunctional, mPlatform, and stdCompliance properties
of the ConcreteSBB class respectively. Finally, the requiredGoal property
in the association class creates represents the relation requires between the
created asset and the security goal classes of the ontology.

In contrast, the security property and the domain concepts of the core
security ontology are not directly represented in the UML model. This is due
to the fact that the triple asset, security goal, and defence strategy already
captures the notion of a security property. Therefore, security properties
can be directly extracted from a DSSM. Analogously, the domain concept
from the core security ontology is represented by the name of a DSSM (i.e.
the object diagram).

Besides, the UML class model in Figure 4.3 has one additional property,
which does not exist in the ontology, namely externalDSSM in the creates
association class. The externalDSSM property refers to other DSSMs. The
use of this property is needed if a created asset requires protection provided
by security building block that belongs to another known domain.

As mentioned before, a given DSSM is essentially an instance of the UML
class model depicted in Figure 4.3. As an example, we depict in Figure 4.4
the UML class diagram for a small fragment of the metering DSSM used
for our measurement transfer scenario from Section 2.4. This DSSM con-
tains three assets: StoredMeasurement that represents energy measurements
stored on a device; CollectorToServerMsr that represents energy measure-
ments sent from a collector device to an operator server; SensorToMeterMsr
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Figure 4.4: Fragment of the metering DSSM

that represents energy measurements sent from a sensor to a metering de-
vice. These assets may be protected by five abstract SBBs: Secure stor-
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age and Tamper evident seal that provide confidentiality and integrity for
the StoredMeasurement asset; Cipher that provides confidentiality for the
CollectorToServerMsr asset; Digital signature that provides integrity and
authentication for the CollectorToServerMsr asset; and Anomaly detection
that provides integrity for the SensorToMeterMsr asset. Seven concrete
SBBs implement these abstract SBBs. Each abstract SBB in Figure 4.4 is
supported by one or two implementations. In general, one abstract SBB
can be implemented by several concrete SBBs. For example, the DES and
AES concrete SBBs implement the Cipher abstract SBB. These concrete
SBBs have one or a pair of functional models (see the mFunctional slot). In
this study and in this SEED realisation, they are Arctis blocks for encryp-
tion (AES Encryption and DES Encryption respectively) and decryption
(AES Decryption and DES Decryption respectively).

Enriched Security Ontology

In the following, we explain the last artefact introduced in Figure 4.1, namely
the enriched security ontology.

Each DSSM is transformed into the OWL syntax (outlined in Section 2.3)
extending the core security ontology, as it is depicted in Figure 4.1. In other
words, these DSSMs are used to populate the core security ontology. In
turn, each DSSM is encapsulated into a separate ontology, called [domain
name] security ontology that imports (using the owl:import construct) the
core security ontology. We refer to the merge of all domain security ontolo-
gies obtained from DSSMs as the enriched security ontology. This modular
structure of the enriched security ontology facilitates its management (e.g.
its update). Figure 4.5 shows the described dependencies of the introduced
ontologies. In this figure, Domain 1 and Domain n represent application
domains, e.g. metering devices and set-top boxes domains respectively.

Figure 4.5: Enriched security ontology

The task of updating the enriched security ontology with the knowledge
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captured by a newly created DSSM is implemented as transformation of
elements of a DSSM and their relations into corresponding set of axioms
on classes, relations, and individuals. We use model-to-text transformation
techniques and tools, like Acceleo [74], to realise this transformation. Af-
terwards, these axioms are added into the corresponding [domain name]
security ontology.

All objects of the metering DSSM in Figure 4.4 are added into the en-
riched security ontology as individuals of the corresponding concepts of the
core security ontology from Figure 4.2. Thereafter, additional axioms are
added that transform instances of the protects, implements, and creates
associations from a DSSM into corresponding (OWL) object properties.
The usesStrategy and providesGoal attributes are transformed into triples
of [object, object property, subject] where an object is an instance
name of the AbstractSBB class, an (OWL) object property corresponds to
the uses and provides relations respectively, and a subject is a value of the
attribute. The requiredGoal attribute is transformed into analogous triples
where an object is an instance name of the Asset class, an (OWL) object
property corresponds to the requires relation, and a subject is a value of the
attribute. Such attributes as mFunctional, mPlatform, and stdCompliance
are approached in a similar way. The difference is that an (OWL) object
property is replaced by a (OWL) data property since values of these three
attributes are strings.

4.1.2 Performance Evaluation Record

Figure 4.6 depicts a scheme that shows the defined artefacts and their re-
lations. This scheme follows a similar pattern as presented in the previous
section. The core artefact is an ontology that describes concepts and re-
lations of the performance evaluation domain. This ontology is called core
evaluation ontology. Differently from the core security ontology, a UML
profile is designed as a representation front-end for the core evaluation on-
tology. This profile is called General Evaluation Model (GEM). An expert
defines an evaluation context as a set of UML models of different types and
annotates their elements using stereotypes of the designed profile. These
UML models are called Performance Evaluation Record (PER). Further,
these models are transformed into the OWL syntax and used to extend the
initial core evaluation ontology forming an enriched evaluation ontology.

The infrastructure in Figure 4.6 can be used to capture results of perfor-
mance evaluation of any building block that realises extra-functional prop-
erties, e.g. security, safety, and real-time. Thus, security is just one example
of such extra-functional properties. Therefore, we use generic terms in this
section, i.e. the SBB term introduced in the previous section is replaced by
the Reusable Building Block (RBB) concept. We use examples of security
RBBs (i.e. SBBs) to illustrate some introduced concepts 1.

1In the rest of the thesis (except this section), we avoid using the term RBB. However,
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Figure 4.6: PER concept and related artefacts

In the following, we continue explaining in more detail the mentioned
artefacts.

Core Evaluation Ontology

Figure 4.7 depicts an ontology developed in this study in order to capture re-
sults of performance evaluation of RBBs called core evaluation ontology. To
build the core evaluation ontology, we use the knowledge about the structure
of the analysis domain obtained from various sources. They are mainly the
MARTE GQAM profile explained in Section 2, and the published research
and industrial papers where performance aspects of different RBBs are stud-
ied, e.g. such works published by Nadeem and Javed [75] and Preissig [76]
where performance characteristics of security solutions are investigated. We
proceed to describe elements of the core evaluation ontology depicted in
Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Core evaluation ontology

Evaluation is a central concept of the core evaluation ontology. It relates
four other concepts that indicate constituents of any evaluation procedure.

a reader should understand that the term SBB can be replaced by RBB when it comes
to discussions of PER and related concepts (e.g. in Section 4.2 and 5.5).
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They are Target of Evaluation (ToE), approach, workload, and metrics.
ToE refers to an RBB that is under performance evaluation. There are

two sub-classes for the ToE concept, namely ToE RBB and ToE function.
A ToE can be characterised by a set of parameters introduced by the ToE
parameter concepts, e.g. the key size for an encryption RBB. The platform
concept denotes an evaluation platform used for performance analysis. We
create the required component concept to introduce those components of an
evaluation platform that are significant for a considered ToE to obtain the
captured performance results. For example, it can be a particular instruction
set exploited by a ToE implementation.

The approach concept denotes the description of the used evaluation
method. Each approach can be characterised by its kind and approach
parameters. The approach kind concept defines the type of the evaluation
method. It has such individuals as simulation, emulation, or analytical
analysis. The workload concept introduces the workload used during the
performance evaluation, e.g. a sequence of triggering events, or an amount
of data sent over a channel. Similarly, a workload can be parameterised
using the workload parameter concept.

The metrics concept defines a set of metrics adopted for the perfor-
mance evaluation. These metrics can be of two categories as denoted by its
sub-classes. The first category (the resource metrics concept) describes the
resource footprint created by ToE (e.g. execution time). The second cat-
egory (the domain metrics concept) refers to the obtained indicators that
characterise the quality of extra-functional properties, e.g. the security level
provided by a ToE. The presence of these two categories reflects the fact
that for selection of suitable RBBs both resource footprint and quality of
service indices play a significant role.

The following relations are defined in the core evaluation ontology. Any
evaluation evaluates some ToE, executes under some workload, uses some
approach, and obtains some metrics. A ToE RBB can provide some ToE
functions. Any ToE executes on some evaluation platform. A platform may
contain some required components. Any obtained metrics are measured on
some platform. A ToE, approach, and workload have some ToE parameters,
approach parameters, and workload parameters respectively. Additionally,
an approach can have some approach kind. Finally, each evaluation has
some date and performed by some organisation.

The UML Representation

In this section, we define a profile used by an expert in order to capture
performance evaluation results called Generic Evaluation Model (GEM).
This profile is depicted in Figure 4.8.

The GEM profile consists of nine stereotypes and nine relations which
are direct mappings of the elements of the core evaluation ontology. The
preserved classes are gemToE, gemToE RBB, gemToE Function, gemEval-
uation, gemApproach, gemWorkload, gemMetrics, gemPlatform, and gem-
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Figure 4.8: GEM UML profile to capture performance evaluation results

RequiredComponent. The preserved relations are uses, evaluatesUnder, ob-
tains, and evaluates which relates gemEvaluation with gemApproach, gem-
Workload, gemMetrics, and gemToE respectively. Other directly mapped
relations are measuredOn between the gemMetrics and gemPlatform stereo-
types, contains between gemPlatform and gemRequiredComponent, exe-
cutesOn between gemToE and gemPlatform, and provides between gem-
ToE RBB and gemToE Function. The is-a relations from gemToE RBB
and gemToE Function to gemToE in the core evaluation ontology are mod-
elled as generalisations in GEM.

Other elements of the evaluation ontology are specified in a different way.
Individuals of the approach kind class are represented as an ApproachKind
enumeration (not shown). The has relation between the ToE and ToE pa-
rameter classes in our ontology are represented by the property toeParam in
the class gemToE. Likewise, the approachParam property in gemApproach
replaces the has relations between the approach and approach parameter
concepts of the core evaluation ontology. The same logic applies for the
workloadParam property. Finally, the sub-classes of the metrics concept
are represented as corresponding tags of the gemMetrics stereotype, namely
domainMetrics and resourceMetrics.

In the following, we explain what UML models can be annotated with
the stereotypes from GEM, and what MARTE packages are reused. We
conclude this section with an example illustrating a possible use of the GEM
profile.
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gemToE, gemApproach, and gemWorkload can be used to annotate either
a complex or a very simple UML model of a corresponding constituent.
The level of detail does not play a significant role for the GEM profile.
Nevertheless, the richer these models are the more informed decisions can
be made by an embedded system engineer when selecting RBBs.

In order to model an evaluation platform, i.e. the gemPlatform stereo-
type, we use a UML class model annotated with stereotypes from the HRM
MARTE package. An execution platform can describe resources that take
a variety of forms, e.g. hardware, software, or logical resources. In this
study, we consider only hardware components. However, the general con-
cept is scalable to include other forms of resources for analysis. Additionally,
we employ the MARTE NFP types to specify values of all parameters and
metrics tags defined in GEM.

The MARTE GQAM profile (outlined in Section 2.2) allows bridging the
gap between model-driven engineering and existing formalisms and tools for
analysis. Thus, it significantly helps the domain (in our case, security)
experts to design their evaluations. In order to demonstrate how our profile
can be used to capture performance evaluation results modelled in GQAM,
we identify the correspondence between the stereotypes and tags of GEM
and GQAM shown in Table 4.1.

Note that our profile is not restricted to capturing results only when
GQAM or its refinements are used. For example, results presented by Preis-
sig [76], that are obtained through a traditional approach, can also be de-
scribed by GEM (as we will show later in this section). However, GQAM
can facilitate this task, since the mapping identified in Table 4.1 can be
automated as a transformation directly feeding relevant data into GEM.

GEM is a general UML profile that does not target any concrete extra-
functional domain. The same statement is applicable for the core evaluation
ontology. Therefore, a domain expert should refine some of its concepts to
tailor it to a certain domain. In particular, an expert needs to extend
the ToEParameter, DomainMetrics, and ResourceMetrics stereotypes. Fig-
ure 4.9 shows such a refinement for the security domain as an example where
a cipher and anomaly detection RBBs are considered. ToEParam Anomaly
and ToEParam Cipher refine the ToEParameter concept. According to
these refinements, an anomaly detection mechanism can be characterised
by the number of clusters (numberOfClusters), while a cipher building block
can be characterised by its key size (keySize) and cipher mode (cipherMode).
Quality of service metrics for an anomaly detection are detection rate and
false positive rate (see DM Anomaly) and for a cipher they are resistance
to attacker’s capabilities in terms of its skill, motivation, and duration of
the attack (see DM Cipher). Finally, a pair of resource metrics are con-
sidered for these two security RBBs, namely bandwidth and energy (see
RM Anomaly) for an anomaly detector and the used memory and data rate
(see RM Cipher) for a cipher.

A description of actual performance evaluation results captured when
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Table 4.1: Correspondence between our GEM and (MARTE) GQAM

GEM GQAM
gemToE The GaScenario stereotype
toeParam No direct mapping. It can be mapped

to some variables declared in the con-
textParam tag (the GaAnalysisContext
stereotype) where sourceKind is defined as
required (req).

gemPlatform The GaResourcePlatform stereotype
gemRequiredComponent Any element from a GaResourcePlatform

model can be annotated with this stereo-
type.

gemApproach Not represented.
kind Not represented. It is defined by an anal-

ysis formalism that underlies the GQAM
model.

approachParam Not represented.
gemWorkload The GaWorkloadEvent stereotype
workloadParam No direct mapping. It can be mapped

to some variables declared in the con-
textParam tag where sourceKind is defined
as required (req).

gemMetrics No direct mapping. It can be mapped to
any declared variable where sourceKind is
set to calculated (calc), estimated (est), or
measured (msr).

resourceMetrics No direct mapping. It can be mapped
to some variables declared as tags of the
GaStep stereotype.

domainMetrics No direct mapping. These variables are
usually defined by domain experts and in-
troduced as a part of the contextParam
tag.

the GEM profile is used is called Performance Evaluation Record (PER).
Figure 4.10 depicts an example of a PER used in development of the smart
metering application from Section 2.4. The DES Evaluation class annotated
as “gemEvaluation” shows that an evaluated RBB is DES Encryption where
DES Metrics is a set of the obtained metrics. The DES Encryption RBB
has configuration parameters specified in DES Settings and is executed on
the TMS320C6211 chip. Besides, TMS320C6211 is annotated with the gem-
RequiredComponent stereotype and, therefore, will be treated as a platform
constraint for DES Encryption in further analysis.
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Figure 4.9: The refinement of the GEM profile for the security domain

Figure 4.10: Fragment of the security evaluation record for the DES RBB

Enriched Evaluation Ontology

In the following, we explain the last artefact introduced in Figure 4.6, namely
the enriched evaluation ontology.

Each refinement of the GEM profile for an extra-functional domain (e.g.
as one depicted in Figure 4.9) is transformed into a separate ontology called
[domain name] evaluation ontology that imports the core evaluation ontol-
ogy enriching it with additional concepts from this domain, e.g. refinements
of the ToE parameters, domain, and resource metrics concepts. Since each
PER (e.g. as one depicted in Figure 4.10) is essentially an instance of the re-
fined GEM profile, we transform it into axioms on individuals and call it [do-
main name] evaluation record ontology. The transformation is approached
similar to one outlined in Section 4.1.1. For example, a class annotated
with the ToE stereotype becomes an individual of the ToE class. A [domain
name] evaluation record ontology imports a corresponding [domain name]
evaluation ontology. We refer to a collection of [domain name] evaluation
record ontologies as an enriched evaluation ontology. Figure 4.11 shows the
above introduced ontologies and their dependencies. In this figure, Domain
1 and Domain n represent extra-functional domains, e.g. Domain 1 can be
exemplified as the security domain, and Domain n as the safety domain.
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Figure 4.11: Enriched evaluation ontology

4.2 Capturing Security Knowledge

In this section, we explain the proposed process for capturing of the domain-
specific security knowledge using the DSSM and PER2 concepts.

The starting point of the creation of DSSMs is to decide on a domain.
The DSML theory inherently leaves the notion of a domain flexible. Hence,
it is up to security experts to decide what kind of a domain a DSSM will
describe. Typically, we consider application domains (e.g. metering devices,
set-top-boxes, banking access terminals), which can be characterised by a
different set of assets and a specialised set of security solutions. Domains
can be in some relations, e.g. domains can overlap or one domain can be a
part of another one. Note that the closer a selected domain is tailored to a
type of a system, the more specialised and detailed solutions it contains (i.e.
the set of assets and concrete SBBs). For example, both communication
and metering DSSMs may be applied for our smart metering devices case
study described in Section 2.4, but obviously the communication DSSM will
contain such general assets as “message” and “acknowledgement”, while the
metering DSSM operates with “measurement” as an asset.

The process of DSSM creation is depicted in Figure 4.12. It starts
with three activities: Create a DSSM, Create functional models for concrete
SBBs, and Create PERs for concrete SBBs. The Create a DSSM activity
includes definition of assets, abstract SBBs with their goals and strategies,
and concrete SBBs omitting the definition of their functional and platform
models (i.e. the mFunctional and mPlatform slots of the ConcreteSBB class
depicted in Figure 4.3). Thus, the outcome of this activity is a definition of
the DSSM with place holders for concrete SBBs. Functional models of each
concrete SBBs are created during the Create functional models for concrete
SBBs activity. A security expert creates, e.g. Arctis models of the con-
crete SBBs. The third activity, i.e. Create PERs for the concrete SBBs, is

2In this section, we start again to use the term (concrete) SBB instead of RBB when
discussing PER and related concepts shifting the focus back to security.
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concerned with a description of the performance evaluation results in the
form of PERs. Note that as a part of each PER a security expert defines
a platform used for an evaluation of a concrete SBB. This platform model
serves as a platform model associated with a concrete SBB (the mPlatform
slot) as it will be shown later.

The order of the three activities described above is undefined, since it
does not play a significant role for our process. Thus, if Arctis models of
the considered concrete SBBs exist (e.g. they are available in the Arctis
library of building blocks [38]), the corresponding activity can be omitted.
Similarly, the activity Create PERs for concrete SBBs can be omitted. The
absence of any of the two types of artefacts produced by these activities (i.e.
functional models for concrete SBBs or their evaluation records) will simply
disable the corresponding type of analysis.

Figure 4.12: The process for creation of DSSMs

The next activity is Register the concrete SBBs that allows associating
the created functional (Arctis) models and PER models of concrete SBBs
with the corresponding elements of the DSSM. In particular, the functional
Arctis model is bound to the mFunctional ; the evaluation platform model
from the created PER indicated with the gemPlatform stereotype is bound
to the mPlatform slot. When all concrete SBBs of the created DSSM have
been bound with the functional and PER models, the DSSM can be regis-
tered.

The main outcome of the Register the DSSM activity is two ontologies.
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The first ontology is a [domain name] security ontology derived from the
DSSM that is a part of the enriched security ontology as explained in Sec-
tion 4.1.1. The other ontology is a [domain name] evaluation record ontology
derived from the PER that is a part of the enriched evaluation ontology as
explained in Section 4.1.2. Note that the enriched security and evaluation
ontologies are two independent ontologies that can be used separately from
each other. In our work, we align them employing the owl:sameAs con-
struct (see Section 2.3) as follows: PlatformModel owl:sameAs Platform,
FunctionalModel owl:sameAs ToE.

It is worth noting that this architecture is modular. For example, the
activity Create PERs for concrete SBBs can be replaced by any other ac-
tivity that allows preparing concrete SBBs for a desirable type of analysis.
This will require creation of the needed infrastructure (e.g. ontologies and
profiles) and adjustment of the alignment.

When updating the enriched ontologies with new knowledge, the im-
portant question of maintaining their consistency arises. In particular, an
obvious problem when updating the enriched security ontology is its pol-
lution with concrete SBBs that have different names but refer to the same
implementation3. The unique name assumption of an ontology says that
entities with different names refer to different elements of the real world.
The OWL language has two constructs to express this assumption, namely
owl:sameAs or owl:differentFrom, that assert that two or more given entities
refer to the same or to different elements of the real world respectively. We
use the latter construct each time a new concrete SBB is added into the
enriched security ontology. However, it may be the case that security ex-
perts will populate the enriched security ontology with concrete SBBs that
actually refer to the same implementation. This situation can be resolved
by the owl:sameAs construct that states that two or more individuals refer
to the same element of the real world. However, some additional support
may be needed to ensure that two (or more) concrete SBBs under different
names are equal implementations. We envisage that techniques from the
area of model comparison or models diff (applied to functional and platform
models of concrete SBBs) can be employed to address the mentioned issue.
For example, Selonen [77] and Bendix and Emanuelsson [78] have a survey
about existing model comparison methods for UML models. Besides, a set
of tools exist to implement model comparison, e.g. EMF Compare [79].
The exploitation of these techniques goes beyond the scope of this work.
We consider it as a further enhancement of our tool support. In the rest of
this section, we outline a developed tool that supports the above process of
DSSM creation.

As mentioned earlier, we use the MagicDraw tool [9] as an integration en-
vironment. To create DSSMs and PERs, we use the standard functionality
provided by MagicDraw. At the same time, functional models of concrete
SBBs are created in the Arctis tool [37]. In order to bind these two tools

3The trivial case, i.e. two entities with the same names, is not possible.
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supporting the process of DSSM creation, we have developed a SEED Mag-
icDraw plug-in. In particular, this plug-in assists the creation of DSSMs by
supporting the following activities of the process depicted in Figure 4.12:

• Creation of a DSSM: the plug-in prepares an environment for a security
expert, i.e. it creates a MagicDraw project and loads the class model
depicted in Figure 4.3.

• Registration of concrete SBBs: the plug-in provides an interface (shown
in Figure 4.13) for binding functional model and platform model ele-
ments of concrete SBBs with corresponding Arctis and MARTE (from
PER) models.

• Registration of a DSSM: the plug-in executes transformation of the
DSSM and PER to a set of axioms and adds them into the enriched
ontologies. Additionally, the plug-in can be used to upload the created
DSSM and PER to a library (local or public) for its further use.

Figure 4.13: Registration of concrete SBBs tool (the user interface)

This chapter has explained capturing of the domain-specific security
knowledge. For this purpose, we have introduced two concepts, namely
the DSSM and PER concepts. The process followed by a security expert,
that exploits DSSMs and PERs, has been described. In the next chapter,
we describe how an embedded system engineer can apply this knowledge to
select a suitable set of security solutions to be integrated into a system.



Chapter 5

Application of the
Domain-specific Security
Knowledge

This chapter explains the “Development of a security-enhanced embedded
system model” activity for the SEED realisation. In particular, we focus on
the process of application of the domain-specific security knowledge captured
using DSSMs and PERs. This process is depicted in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Application of the domain-specific security knowledge

The process starts from the functional and platform models of a system.
In particular, we use SPACE models (see Section 5.1.1) to create a functional
description of a system and UML class models annotated with some MARTE
stereotypes (see Section 5.1.2) to create a platform description of a system.
Thereafter, a suitable DSSM is selected and its elements are associated with
the components of a functional model of a system (see Section 5.2). Note
that if a required DSSM is not found, this step should be preceded by
the DSSM creation step explained in the previous chapter. That is, the
association step could be postponed until a suitable DSSM is created.

51
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The step Association with DSSMs is followed by the step Asset elicita-
tion&Search for security properties (see Section 5.3) that results in a list
of relevant security properties to be satisfied. Subsequently, concrete SBBs
that satisfy the identified security properties are inferred from the enriched
security ontology as indicated by the Search for concrete SBBs step. There-
after, a related set of SPACE models are fetched, e.g. from the Arctis
libraries. This step is explained in Section 5.4.

Due to the existence of different concrete SBBs, often various ways to
secure an embedded system are possible that differ with regards to a range
of criteria. For example, an engineer needs to ensure that a system un-
der consideration will still perform the required functionality when security
mechanisms are incorporated [42]. Additionally, when dealing with embed-
ded systems, one needs to investigate how the added security mechanisms
affect the consumption of crucial resources. The compliance of considered
concrete SBBs to some standards can also affect a decision taken by a sys-
tem engineer. A set of other possible criteria to be considered is proposed
by Georg et al. [80]. Thus, to find a suitable solution one needs to carry
out analysis of desired criteria and compare different alternatives. In our
work, we introduced a so called model-based compatibility analysis tech-
nique applied at the Compatibility-based selection of concrete SBBs step.
This analysis studies platform-related constraints of a system under devel-
opment and alternative concrete SBBs.

Subsequently, a set of SPACE blocks that satisfy this criterion are inte-
grated into a system model. At this point, other type of analysis are enabled,
e.g. to verify that integration of concrete SBBs provides the required level
of protection or that functional properties of a system are not violated by
this increment. It is reflected by the Analysis&Integration of concrete SBBs
step. A dashed line of the box for this step in Figure 5.1 indicates that the
elaboration of this step is not a contribution of this work. However, some
types of analyses are in a focus of the research group that is developing the
Arctis tool.

In the rest of this chapter, we explain each step outlined above using
the case study introduced in Section 2 as a running example. We conclude
this chapter with Section 5.6 that gives to a reader a broader view on the
process of designing a security-enhanced embedded system. In particular,
Section 5.6 extends the proposed process from Figure 5.1 highlighting ad-
ditional steps and considerations that an embedded system engineer needs
account for when integrating security mechanisms into a system.

5.1 System Model

In the following, we demonstrate the languages employed in our work for
the functional and platform modelling. Section 5.1.1 illustrates a model
of the measurements transfer scenario using the model-based engineering
method SPACE. Section 5.1.2 shows an execution platform for a TSMC
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device defined as a MARTE model.

5.1.1 Modelling a Functional Behaviour of a System

To develop secure networked embedded systems, we employ the model-
based engineering method SPACE [3] described in Section 2.2. Recall that
applications are composed of building blocks that can specify a local be-
haviour as well the interaction between several distributed entities. Sim-
ilar to functional building blocks, security mechanisms can be expressed
as self-contained building blocks. These SPACE building blocks that de-
scribe functionality of security mechanisms are concrete SBBs introduced
in Section 4.1.1. Note that as a result of applying the SPACE method (i.e.
building a system as composition of reusable building blocks) the models
used in different scenarios can share a lot of commonalities.

«system» Metering Data Transfer
tsmc operator_server

c: Collector db: Db Handlert: Transfer Handler
start

data:
HashMap

start

dataIn:
HashMap

dataOut:
HashMap

start

ack:
boolean

store:
HashMap

ack:
boolean

Figure 5.2: Functional system model of the measurement transfer scenario

Figure 5.2 depicts the measurement transfer scenario modelled in SPACE.
It is a UML activity consisting of two partitions, namely tsmc and opera-
tor server, that model the respective entities in our case study. The activity
is composed of three building blocks that are connected with some “glue
logic” through pins on their frames. The building block c: Collector models
periodic collection of measurement data from TSMs handled by a TSMC.
The block db : Db Handler encapsulates the behaviour to store the data in a
database of the operator. The block t: Transfer Handler manages the com-
munication between the two components that, as will be described later,
buffer the data, send it, and resend it in the case of a negative acknowl-
edgement. The block c and db are local blocks since they specify the local
behaviour of an entity. In contrast, the block t is a collaborative block as
it also describes interaction between two entities. The three blocks (c, db,
and t), further, refer to activity diagrams that define their detailed internal
behaviour as exemplified for the block t in Figure 5.3.

The Petri net-like semantics of the activities models behaviour as control
and object flows of tokens between the nodes of an activity via its edges.
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When a system starts, a token flows from each of the initial nodes (•) follow-
ing the edges of the activity. In the application in Figure 5.2, all three inner
blocks are started in the initial node. Then, periodically the collector block
emits a token containing an object of type HashMap through its pin data.
This object maps TSM identifiers to measurement values at a particular
time. As depicted by the outgoing edge from pin data of block c, the object
is forwarded to block t and further to block r: Reactive Buffer via its pin add
(see Figure 5.3). This buffering block, which is taken from one of the Arctis
libraries, is used to buffer measurement data that may arrive when other
data is being sent but not yet acknowledged. If data is received when the
buffer is empty, it is emitted immediately; otherwise, it is buffered. The pin
next is used to get subsequent data. Following the outgoing edge of the pin
out of the block r, a copy of measurement data is stored temporarily in vari-
able temp by the operation set temp. Thereafter, the token flows through
the merge node (�) and data is sent to the other entity as illustrated by
the edge crossing the partition border. In the receiver partition, the data
is forwarded out of the block which, according to Figure 5.2, is stored in a
database by the block db.

Transfer Handler
sender receiver

r: Reactive Buffer
out:

HashMap
add:
HashMap

temp: HashMap

delete

tempset

tempget

nextempty

init

dataIn:
HashMap

start

ack:
boolean

dataOut:
HashMap

true

false

Figure 5.3: Detailed behaviour of the transfer handler block

The block db: Db Handler in Figure 5.2 will emit a token via the pin
ack containing either a positive or a negative acknowledgement. A positive
acknowledge corresponds to a successful transfer of measurement data, while
a negative acknowledgement is issued in the case the received measurements
have not passed the validation test executed by the db block. Thus, the token
emitted via the pin ack flows further inside the block t and, as depicted in
Figure 5.3, reaches the decision node (�). A positive acknowledgement leads
the token flows through the outgoing edge labelled with true. Thereafter,
the operation delete, that removes the data stored in the variable temp, is
called and subsequent data, if any, is retrieved from the buffer r. A negative
acknowledgement moves the token through the edge labelled with false. In
this case, the previously sent data is retrieved from the variable temp and
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sent again.

5.1.2 Modelling an Execution Platform

A platform model of a TSMC device for our scenario is depicted in Fig-
ure 5.4. We use UML class models annotated with stereotypes of the Hard-
ware Resource Modelling (HRM) package of the MARTE profile (see Sec-
tion 2.2). The modelling is done in the MagicDraw tool [9].

Figure 5.4: Platform model for a TSMC device

The main component of a TSMC platform is an OMPA3530 board [81].
This board includes computing elements (TMS320C64x+ DSP and ARM
Cortex-A8), storage elements (NAND Flash and LPDDR), communication
interfaces (I2C, SDIO, and 10/100Mbps NIC), a daughter card, and a LCD
display. The daughter card is connected to the ADE7758 sensor via a Serial
Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus. Finally, 10/100Mbps NIC is used to connect
a TSMC to a communication channel (LAN). In the following, we briefly
explain stereotypes used from the MARTE HRM package for modelling of
a TSMC platform.

The HwResource is the most general term of the HRM that represents
any hardware unit. The HwComputingResource denotes a computation unit,
where the HwProcessor is its refinement that represents a processor or mi-
crocontroller unit. Similar, the HwMemory is an abstract memory unit that
denotes a given amount of memory, where the HwRAM refines it to repre-
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sent a unit of the random access memory. The HwMedia is a central term
that represents a communication resource used to transfer data over some
channel. In our example, we use the HwBus stereotype that models a wired
channel. The HwEndPoint indicates that annotated components are con-
nection points. Finally, the HwDevice stereotype refers to an entity that
interfaces with an external environment.

5.2 Association with DSSMs

The goal of the step Association with DSSMs in the proposed process is
twofold: (1) a DSSM that is relevant for a system under development is
identified and selected; (2) bounds of a system (its functional model), where
the knowledge captured by a selected DSSM should be applied, are estab-
lished. Figure 5.5 depicts an interface of the SEED MagicDraw plug-in
developed to support this step. We exemplify the Association with DSSMs
step with our use case of the measurements transfer scenario.

Figure 5.5: Association of the selected DSSM with the system elements (the
user interface)

Since the case study is a smart metering application, an embedded sys-
tem engineer selects the metering DSSM from the library of DSSMs (i.e.
step (1)). Hence, the association is based on a matching of the system and
security domains. Thereafter, those parts of a system containing data to be
protected are identified (i.e. step (2)). In this thesis, we discuss the pro-
tection of the metering data that, in the functional system model from Fig-
ure 5.2, flows from the block c: Collector in the TSMC to the db: Db Handler
in the operator server. Thus, these two blocks are the starting respective
end points of the object flow to be protected. Therefore, the identifiers of
these two blocks are assigned to the fields StartAnchor and FinishAnchor
respectively as it is shown in Figure 5.5.
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5.3 Asset Elicitation and Search for Security
Properties

In this section, we present the asset elicitation technique along with the
search for security properties method. The developed asset elicitation tech-
nique consists of two steps. The first step inspects a functional model iden-
tifying present assets. This step uses a set of rules elaborated for traversing
a functional model and the information about assets relevant for a certain
domain obtained from an associated DSSM. Thereafter, we retrieve from the
enriched security ontology a set of security properties associated with the
identified assets through the DSSM. Further, we proceed with the second
step of the asset elicitation technique. This step utilises a platform model
of a system and information about their potential threats to identify vul-
nerable assets. The output, when the asset elicitation technique is applied,
is a set of assets and security properties that associate security goals and
defence strategies with the identified set of assets.

In Section 5.3.1, we define a set of rules that allow identifying assets
to be protected within a functional system model. Section 5.3.2 shows a
method to retrieve a set of security properties relevant for the identified
assets. Then, we explain the developed approach to refine a set of identified
assets and corresponding security properties utilising the platform descrip-
tion information. This method is presented in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Asset Elicitation on a Functional Model

The first step of the proposed asset elicitation technique is to identify an
initial set of security assets utilising a functional model of a system. This
identification is implemented as rule-based classification of assets developed
in this work. Thus, the rule-based classification is a method that allows iden-
tifying assets within a functional model of a system and their matching to
the classes defined in the core security ontology introduced in Section 4.1.1.
In particular, the considered classes are “data stationary” and “data in tran-
sit”.

The rule-based classification is realised as application of the rules R1
- R7 to collaborative-based Arctis models. These rules are presented in
Figure 5.6. We have implemented this functionality in a tool called asset
analyser. Afterwards, an engineer complements this classification according
to an associated DSSM. However, it is worth noting that the latter task can
potentially be automated given a system modelling language closely tailored
to a domain (i.e. a domain-specific language). We now proceed to explain
our rules (see Figure 5.6) and their application logic (see Figure 5.8).

According to the SPACE semantics [39], an activity is a directed graph
g with a set of activity nodes V and connecting edges E, i.e g = (V,E).
Figure 5.6 presents the seven identification rules R1 to R7. In the rules, we
use the following functions:
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• Two functions mapping an activity node and edge to their particular
types, i.e. kindV : V → KV and kindE : E → KE , where KV =
{operation, merge, join, fork, decision, local, collaboration, other}
and KE = {object, control}.

• The set ON of all object nodes of a given activity, i.e. the data stored
in the system and transported within the data flow tokens.

• Two functions mapping a given node to the set of its incoming and
outgoing edges, i.e. inE : V → 2E and outE : V → 2E .

• Two functions returning an object flowing to (reps. from) a given node
through an edge, i.e. inO : E × V → ON and outO : V × E → ON .

• A function mapping a node to a set of partitions to which it belongs,
i.e. part : V → 2P , where P is a set of all partitions of a given activity
diagram.

• Two functions that return the source and target nodes of a given edge,
i.e. source : E → V and target : E → V respectively.

• A function mapping a merge node and the set of its incoming object
edges to its outgoing object, i.e. fMerge : V × 2E → ON . Likewise,
we define function fJoin for a join node. According to the SPACE
semantics, only one outgoing edge is allowed for merge and join nodes
(see the rule OUT1 in [39]).

• A function mapping a fork node, its incoming object edge, and one of
its outgoing edges to an object flowing through this outgoing edge, i.e.
fFork : V × 2E × E → ON . Likewise, we define function fDecision
for a decision node. For the sake of generality, we allow that the
second argument of fFork and fDecision is a set of edges. However,
according to the SPACE semantics [39], fork and decision nodes can
have only a single incoming edge (see the rule IN3 in [39]).

• A function mapping a given asset to a class from the core security
ontology, i.e. class : A→ KA, where KA = {transit, stationary} and
A is the set of assets constructed from elements of the set ON . In
particular, each asset is uniquely identified as a tuple 〈ON,V,E〉.

• A function that takes a certain activity (i.e. a graph) g ∈ G and
returns a set of assets elicited within this activity g, i.e. fa : G→ 2A,
where G is a set of activities.
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R1:

q ∈ V, e ∈ inE(q), kindE(e) = object,

kindV (q) ∈ {operation, local, collaboration}
∃asset : asset = 〈inO(e, q), q, e〉,
class(asset) = stationary, fa(g) = fa(g) ∪ asset

R2:

q ∈ V, e ∈ outE(q), kindE(e) = object,

kindV (q) ∈ {operation, local, collaboration}
∃asset : asset = 〈outO(q, e), q, e〉,
class(asset) = stationary, fa(g) = fa(g) ∪ asset

R3:

e ∈ E, kindE(e) = object, |part(source(e))| = |part(target(e))| = 1,

part(source(e)) ∩ part(target(e)) = ∅, q ∈ V,

kindV (q) ∈ {operation, local}, e ∈ outE(q)

∃asset : asset = 〈outO(q, e), q, e〉,
class(asset) = transit, fa(g) = fa(g) ∪ asset

R4:

e ∈ E, kindE(e) = object, |part(source(e))| = |part(target(e))| = 1,

part(source(e)) ∩ part(target(e)) = ∅,m ∈ V, kindV (m) = merge,

e ∈ outE(m), q ∈ V, inE(m) ∩ outE(q) 6= ∅, kindV (q) ∈ KV \ {other}
∃asset : asset = 〈fMerge(m, inE(m)),m, e〉,
class(asset) = transit, fa(g) = fa(g) ∪ asset

R5:

e ∈ E, kindE(e) = object, |part(source(e))| = |part(target(e))| = 1,

part(source(e)) ∩ part(target(e)) = ∅, d ∈ V, kindV (d) = decision,

e ∈ outE(d), q ∈ V, inE(d) ∩ outE(q) 6= ∅, kindV (q) ∈ KV \ {other}
∃asset : asset = 〈fDecision(d, inE(d), e), d, e〉,
class(asset) = transit, fa(g) = fa(g) ∪ asset

R6:

e ∈ E, kindE(e) = object, |part(source(e))| = |part(target(e))| = 1,

part(source(e)) ∩ part(target(e)) = ∅, j ∈ V, kindV (j) = join,

e ∈ outE(j), q ∈ V, inE(j) ∩ outE(q) 6= ∅, kindV (q) ∈ KV \ {other}
∃assetasset = 〈fJoin(j, inE(j)), j, e〉,
class(asset) = transit, fa(g) = fa(g) ∪ asset

R7:

e ∈ E, kindE(e) = object, |part(source(e))| = |part(target(e))| = 1,

part(source(e)) ∩ part(target(e)) = ∅, f ∈ V, kindV (f) = fork,

e ∈ outE(f), q ∈ V, inE(f) ∩ outE(q) 6= ∅, kindV (q) ∈ KV \ {other}
∃asset : asset = 〈fFork(f, inE(f), e), f, e〉,
class(asset) = transit, fa(g) = fa(g) ∪ asset

Figure 5.6: Rules of the asset identification technique

The asset elicitation rules defined in Figure 5.6 form a set of assets
for an activity g that is accessed through fa(g). Thus, each time a rule
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identifies an asset, i.e. asset, this asset is added into a set of elicited assets
for g, i.e. fa(g) = fa(g) ∪ asset. We require that initially (i.e. before
the elicitation process starts) the set of assets for an activity g is an empty
set, i.e. fa(g) = ∅. We continue describing in more detail each rule from
Figure 5.6 and their application logic.

The rules R1 and R2 express that for an operation, local, or collabora-
tion node q a stationary data asset (i.e. asset) is observed if this node has
an incoming (R1) resp. outgoing (R2) edge e of the kind object. The rules
R3 to R7 are applied to an object flow crossing a border of two partitions,
which corresponds to the data in transit concept. R3 describes the case that
an object leaves an operation node and goes directly to another partition.
By the rules R4 to R7, we cover the cases that a flow passes a merge, join,
decision, or fork node before crossing a partition border. Figures. 5.7.(a) to
5.7.(e) illustrate the cases of R3 to R7 respectively.

(a) Simple case (R3) (b) Merge case (R4) (c) Decision case (R5)

(d) Join case (R6) (e) Fork case (R7)

Figure 5.7: Illustration of the rules

The application of the rules R1 - R7 to a functional system model is
outlined by the traverseBlocks and traverseEdges functions depicted in
Figure 5.8. Recall that each activity (i.e. graph) g is represented by a pair
of nodes and edges (V,E). First, the function traverseBlocks traverses
all nodes V and applies the rules R1 and R2. For example, an application
of this function to the model in Figure 5.2 will identify six data stationary
assets, which are data, dataIn, dataOut, store, and two acks.

Thereafter, if a considered node is a local block, the traverseBlocks

function is recursively applied to its internal behaviour. Likewise, a collab-
orative block invokes both the traverseBlocks and traverseEdges func-
tions. For example, this is the case for the analysis of the t block in Fig-
ure 5.3. Here, the function traverseEdges applies the R4 rule to the merge
node before the crossing edge from partition sender to receiver. For the de-
cision node before the crossing edges in the opposite direction, the rule R5
is used. As a result, four data in transit assets are elicited: two ack assets
incoming to the get and delete nodes; two temp assets outgoing from the
get and set nodes.

Table 5.1 summarises the results of applying the rules to our measure-
ment transfer scenario described in Figure 5.2. For those assets that have
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function traverseBlocks (Activity g)

for all v in V do

R1−R2
if kindV (v) = local then

traverseBlocks(v)
end if

if kindV (v) = collaboration then

traverseEdges(v),
traverseBlocks(v)

end if

end for

end traverseBlocks

function traverseEdges (Activity g)

for all e in E do

R3−R7
end for

end traverseEdges

Figure 5.8: Functions to traverse a functional system model

duplicating names (i.e. ack and temp), we have added their location infor-
mation in brackets.

Table 5.1: Results of eliciting assets from the functional model

Asset DSSM classification
data, dataIn, dataOut, store, out,
add, two temp (to and from the set
operation), temp (from the get op-
eration),

StoredMeasurement (Data Sta-
tionary)

ack (from the db block), ack (to
the t blocks)

Not an asset (Data Stationary)

temp (from the merge node) CollectorToServerMsr (Data in
Transit)

ack (that goes from the decision
node to the operations get), ack
(that goes from the decision node
to the operations delete)

Not an asset (Data in Transit)

Figure 5.9 demonstrates the interface of the developed asset analyser
tool when it is applied to the scenario of the MixedMode use case from
the Figure 5.2. The main output of this tool is a table where each row
represents an identified asset. First four columns contain information elicited
by the algorithm (the functions and rules) presented in Figure 5.7, namely
the name of an asset, its source (the NodeId | EdgeId column), and its
class according to the core security ontology (the Ontology classification
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column). Classes in the column DSSM classification are assigned by an
engineer among possible alternative classes captured in an associated DSSM.
That is the metering DSSM for this example where the alternative classes are
StoredMeasurement for data stationary assets, and CollectorToServerMsr
and SensorToMeterMsr for data in transit assets (see Figure 4.4).

Figure 5.9: Asset analyser tool (the user interface)

5.3.2 Search for Security Properties

Once the classification of the elicited assets is known a set of corresponding
security properties can be retrieved from the enriched security ontology.
Recall that the security property concept is defined in the core security
ontology as the triple of asset, security goal, and defence strategy. These
triples are generated when a DSSM (i.e. an object diagram) is transformed
into a set of axioms that are added into the enriched security ontology. Thus,
security properties which are available for a given asset can be accessed in
the enriched security ontology executing the following query:

SecurityProperty and has value [Asset]

This query is formulated as an expression written in the Manchester
syntax [82]. The Manchester syntax uses the standard description logic no-
tation to specify restrictions (e.g. ∃, ∀, ∈) replacing them with the English
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language keywords (e.g. some, only, value respectively). All boolean con-
structs (i.e. u, t, ¬) are also replaced by the English language keywords (i.e.
and, or, not respectively). The rest of the words in the query defined above
are names of the corresponding concepts and relations from the core secu-
rity ontology depicted in Figure 4.2. The values in square brackets denote
parameters of the query. We employ the HermiT reasoner [83] to execute
this query.

For example, for those assets that are classified as CollectorToServerMsr
and StoredMeasurement (see Table 5.1) the following set of security proper-
ties is retrieved:

[CollectorToServerMsr, Confidentiality, Prevention]

[CollectorToServerMsr, Integrity, Detection]

[CollectorToServerMsr, Authentication, Detection]

[StoredMeasurement, Confidentiality, Prevention]

[StoredMeasurement, Integrity, Prevention]

5.3.3 Asset Elicitation Utilising a Platform Model

In this section, we explain the second step of the asset elicitation technique.
In particular, we present a method that refines the results of the rule-based
classification (introduced in Section 5.3.1) by utilising a platform model of
a system.

This method is applied when the initial set of assets and related security
properties are identified inspecting a functional model. Three steps that
compose this method are shown in Figure 5.10. These steps allow identifying
which security properties must be considered as those security properties to
be satisfied given a platform model. Thus, this extending method allows
focusing on a set of relevant assets refining the results from the previous
steps (see Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). We use the platform model selected for
a TSMC block presented in Section 5.1.2.

Figure 5.10: Asset elicitation technique utilising a platform model

At the step 1, initially elicited assets are associated with available plat-
form resources, e.g. communication, computing, and storage components.
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In general, any platform components that are involved in operations with
assets should be mentioned during this association. In particular, we provide
the following basic guideline:

1. Associate each data stationary asset with a computing unit that oper-
ates on it (i.e. components annotated with the HwProcessor stereotype
and its subclasses) and a memory unit that stores it (i.e. components
annotated with the HwMemory stereotype and its subclasses).

2. Associate each data in transit asset with a communication channel
that is used to transmit this asset (i.e. components annotated with
the HwMedia stereotype and its subclasses) and with two interfaces
on the sender and receiver ends (i.e. the HwEndPoint stereotype).

3. Associate each data stationary asset with some resource (i.e. compo-
nents annotated with the HwResource or HwDevice stereotypes) that
contains computing and memory units, which operate with the asset
and store it respectively.

4. Associate each data in transit asset with some resource (i.e. compo-
nents annotated with the HwResource or HwDevice stereotypes) that
contains sender and receiver interfaces and a communication channel,
which are involved in transmission of the asset.

Table 5.2 demonstrates association of the assets elicited in Section 5.3.1
with the components of the TSMC platform depicted in Figure 5.4. The
data asset is associated with the ADE7758 component (the third rule of
our guideline). All other data stationary assets (row 2 and 3 in Table 5.2)
are associated with the NAND Flash or LPDDR components (i.e. memory
units) and the ARM Cortex-A8 component (i.e. computing unit) as it is
instructed by the first rule of the guideline. Finally, following the second
rule, the data in transit assets (row 4 in Table 5.2) are associated with
the 10/100Mbsp NIC components of the TSMC device and of the operator
server host (not shown in Figure 5.4) and onto the LAN, which is used as a
communication channel.

Step 2 from Figure 5.10 involves analysis of existing (known) threats for
components of the used execution platform. In general, this task may imply
collaboration between a security expert and a system engineer, but the use
of threat repositories can facilitate this task. For example, an engineer can
query an ontology like one presented by Herzog et al. [67] potentially ex-
tended with other expert knowledge about existing threats. In our case, we
use knowledge acquired within the SecFutur project employing the CORAS
method [84], combined with the results of the threat analysis for embedded
system platforms published by Ravi et al. [85]. Table 5.3 shows the identified
threats and potentially violated security goals.

The last step of the asset elicitation technique (i.e. step 3 in Figure 5.10),
automatically identifies a set of security properties to be satisfied. The
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Table 5.2: Association of the assets with the platform components

Asset Classification Association
data StoredMeasurement ADE7758
dataIn, dataOut,
out, add

StoredMeasurement [NAND Flash, ARM
Cortex-A8]

two temp (to and
from the set oper-
ation), temp (from
the get operation)

StoredMeasurement [LPDDR, ARM
Cortex-A8]

temp (from the
merger node)

CollectorToServerMsr [OMAP3530:
10/100Mbsp NIC,
LAN, DBHost:
10/100Mbsp NIC]

Table 5.3: Threats and violated security goals

Platform compo-
nent

Threat Violated security
goal

NAND Flash injection integrity
LAN eavesdropping confidentiality

identification algorithm is implemented as follows. The security goal of each
earlier retrieved security property (explained in Section 5.3.1) is compared
to the security goal violated by the threat (see Table 5.3), which targets
a platform component associated with an asset of the considered security
property (see Table 5.2). Now, if the security goal of the security property is
equal to the security goal violated by the threat, then this security property
is added to the set of security properties to be satisfied. In our scenario, we
have extracted the following set of security properties to be satisfied:

• SP1: [StoredMeasurement, Integrity, Prevention]

• SP2: [CollectorToServerMsr, Confidentiality, Prevention]

SP1 is formulated due to the knowledge about the existence of an in-
jection threat that violates integrity of the NAND Flash component (see
Table 5.3) used in association of the StoredMeasurement asset (see Table
5.2). Similarly, SP2 is identified due to the presence of an eavesdropping
threat that violates confidentiality of the LAN component (see Table 5.3),
which is used in association of the CollectorToServerMsr asset (see Table
5.2).
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5.4 Search for Concrete SBBs

At this step, a set of identified security properties to be satisfied are used to
find a set of concrete SBBs. They are, for example, the SP1 and SP2 security
properties for the metering scenario. Concrete SBBs for a particular domain
and security properties described within an associated DSSM are retrieved
from the enriched security ontology executing the following query1:

ConcreteSBB and (satisfies value [SecurityProperty])

and implements some (AbstractSBB and belongsTo value [Domain])

Execution of the above query for SP1 and SP2 retrieves two concrete
SBBs for the StoredMeasurement asset, namely SecFutur secure storage and
SecFutur TPM seal2 and two concrete SBBs for the CollectorToServerMsr
asset, namely AES and DES.

Due to the existence of several alternatives to secure a considered sce-
nario an engineer needs to carry out an additional analysis. This is the case
of the measurement transfer scenario above. For example, this analysis may
include investigation of the resource overhead introduced by concrete SBBs.
Our work contributes to one kind of such analyses proposing a technique
that inspects and matches platform constraints of candidate concrete SBBs
and constraints of an execution platform model adopted for a design of an
embedded system under development. Recall that platform constraints for
concrete SBBs are obtained as results of performance evaluation of these se-
curity solutions and captured by corresponding PERs that are consequently
stored in the enriched evaluation ontology. This step is reflected in Fig-
ure 5.1 by the Compatibility-based selection of concrete SBBs and presented
in the following sections. Different types of (trade-off) analyses are also en-
abled by our contributions since each PER can be used to store other data
about results of performance evaluation of a concrete SBB.

Other possible criteria for selection of concrete SBBs could be, for exam-
ple, their effect on the original functionality of a system and the cost of the
concrete SBBs’ integration. Formalisation of these needs goes beyond the
contributions of this thesis. However, our process accounts this necessity as
the Analysis&Integration of concrete SBBs step in Figure 5.1.

For the illustration purposes, let us assume that a system engineer de-
cides to use the AES concrete SBB to satisfy SP2. As a result, the system
engineer is directed towards a pair of Arctis blocks, namely AES Encryption
and AES Decryption.

As mentioned in Section 4.1.1, integrating a concrete SBB may create
new assets as expressed by the creates and requires relations in the core
security ontology. Hence, a further search of concrete SBBs, i.e. a recursive
application of the above mentioned query, is needed to fulfil the security

1The query is written in the Manchester syntax [82]
2The concrete SBBs that start with the suffix “SecFutur” are developed within the

SecFutur [10] European project.
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goals required for these new assets. For this query, the security property
is composed of the created asset and its required security goal, namely the
requiredGoal attribute in Figure 4.3. The search is done within the domain
specified by the externalDSSM attribute in Figure 4.3. As a result, search
of concrete SBBs will continue until all security goals of all created assets
are fulfilled. Alternatively, this search will lead to an empty set of SBBs
indicating that a vulnerability remains in terms of an unprotected asset. In
other words, the search for concrete SBBs results in building alternative sets
of concrete SBBs. Each set satisfies a considered security property.

Note that such an approach can lead to a cycle since an ontology reasoner
exhaustively searches for any concrete SBB in a DSSM that satisfies the
security property. For example, the query can return the same concrete
SBB that has invoked it if this concrete SBB satisfies the same security
property required by its created asset. To handle such occurrences, we have
developed an algorithm that detects and resolves such cycle conditions.

This algorithm is based on constructing a directed graph while the search
for concrete SBBs goes on:

• Create a node for each found concrete SBB and asset.

• Create a directed edge from a concrete SBB to an asset if the concrete
SBB creates the asset.

• Create a directed edge from an asset to a concrete SBB if the concrete
SBB protects the asset.

Then, we use a cycle detection algorithm (one based on identification of
backward edges during execution the DFS (Depth-first search) algorithm [86])
to detect cycles in the constructed graph. The search continues if there are
still alternative paths ignoring (by removing) the detected cycles. Other-
wise, the engineer is notified of the remaining unprotected asset.

A nice property of the previously selected Arctis blocks (i.e. the AES
pair) is that they already contain a protection of the keys, i.e. new assets
are not created. Thus, we can directly continue with the integration of
these blocks. The integration of the AES blocks (encryption and decryp-
tion) is easily done by arranging their instances before and after the block
t: Transfer Handler as shown in Figure 5.11.

The functionality described above is implemented as a tool called con-
crete SBB searcher. The user interface of this tool is depicted in Figure 5.12.
In this tool, the list “Security properties” contains a list of relevant security
properties for a selected asset (e.g. CollectorToServerMsr). These properties
are represented in a form of tuples, i.e. [asset, security goal, defence

strategy].
The bottom part of the GUI screen shot in Figure 5.12 contains a tree

representation of found sets of concrete SBBs. The root item denotes the
selected for the search security property. For this example, we use the
earlier retrieved security property SP2 that is [CollectorToServerMsr,
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«system» Secure Metering Data Transfer
tsmc operator_server

c: Collector

db: Db Handler

t: Transfer Handler
start

data:
HashMap

start

dataIn:
Ciphertext

dataOut:
Ciphertext

start

ack:
boolean

store:
HashMap

ack:
boolean

e: AES Encryption

plainIn:
HashMap

cipherOut:
Ciphertext

d: AES Decryption
CipherIn:
Ciphertext

plainOut:
HashMap

Figure 5.11: Adapted model protecting the transfer of measurement data

Confidentiality, Prevention]. The root item expands to several items
that have the following format:

[asset] requires [security goal] : [concrete SBB]

In this string, [asset] and [security goal] are elements from the selected for
the search security property, i.e. CollectorToServerMsr and Confidentiality

respectively from SP2. Then, [concrete SBB] denotes a retrieved concrete
SBB that satisfies this security property. In our example, they are OpenSSL,
DES, and AES implementations. Note that the AES SBB has a special icon,
i.e. “CA” (Created Assets). This icon denotes that the AES SBB, in turn,
creates some assets to be protected. An engineer needs to expand this item,
to see the created assets, their required security goals, and available con-
crete SBBs. Thus, a system engineer can see all possible alternative sets of
concrete SBBs that together can be used to protect a considered asset.

5.5 Compatibility-based Selection of Concrete
SBBs

The last step that we describe in this thesis is the Compatibility-based se-
lection of concrete SBBs 3. It is supported by the method for model-based
compatibility analysis developed in this work. We begin with introducing
a reader into the context in Section 5.5.1. In particular, we recall some

3In this section, the term SBB can be understood as the term RBB used in Section 4.1.2
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Figure 5.12: Concrete SBB searcher tool (the user interface)

concepts introduced earlier in this thesis and outline basics of the proposed
method. Thereafter, Sections 5.5.2 – 5.5.4 explain the method for model-
based compatibility analysis.

5.5.1 Introduction into the Compatibility Analysis

Adding a new feature to a system always comes with resource claims. In
Section 4.1.2, we introduced the PER (Performance Evaluation Record)
concepts that enables capturing results of performance analysis of SBBs
conducted by domain security experts. Among other information, PERs
store data about resource footprint and quality of extra-functional properties
provided by concrete SBBs. Thus, an embedded system engineer can use
this information already at the early design phase increasing the efficiency of
an embedded system design process. Hence, the PER concepts contributes
to selection of a suitable set of concrete SBBs by enabling the sensitivity
and trade-off analyses at early phases.

Another useful and significant input to the design process is knowledge
about platform-specific constraints of concrete SBBs. These constraints
originate from the fact that SBBs (and just RBBs) for embedded systems
are often optimised to exploit a particular feature of hardware components
on which they are implemented. Thus, they can provide good quality of
extra-functional properties (i.e. level of security) while consuming a small
amount of limited resources. In our studies, we argue that these constraints
also need to be documented and accounted in order to support integration
of concrete SBBs into embedded systems. For example, Preissig [76] reports
the results of performance analysis of the Data Encryption Standard (DES)
implementation optimised for the memory architecture of the used chip.
Similarly, other implementations of DES rely on the presence of a certain
instruction set to accelerate permutation operations [6]. Therefore, this in-
formation is included as a part of a PER using the gemRequiredComponent
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stereotype from the GEM profile explained in Section 4.1.2.
Consequently, each PER is transformed into an ontology called enriched

evaluation ontology that allows storing and structuring this field knowledge.
As a result, a variety of information can be retrieved from this ontology
defining appropriate queries for the ontology, for example:

• Retrieve values of relevant performance metrics for a certain SBB.

• Retrieve a set of SBBs of a particular domain that satisfy required
values w.r.t. certain performance metrics.

• Retrieve a set of SBBs, for which the platform constraints are com-
patible with a platform adopted for an embedded system under devel-
opment.

Queries like the first two can be directly implemented as SPARQL queries
[60]. However, the task of compatibility analysis, i.e. the third query in the
list above, requires more sophisticated support. Consequently, we develop
such a support as a method that implements model-based compatibility anal-
ysis.

This analysis allows automatically accounting for platform constraints
while selecting a set of SBBs to be used for a system design. An extra-
functional domain expert (in our study, a security expert) provides these
constraints by annotating elements of an evaluation platform (i.e. a MARTE
model) with the gemRequiredComponent stereotype (see Figure 4.8).

The core of our method is a set of ontologies and SPARQL queries de-
signed to infer whether concrete SBBs and an adopted platform for the
embedded system are compatible (i.e. whether the formulated platform con-
straints for a concrete SBB fits platform declarations of the system being
configured). The SEED MagicDraw plug-in implements this functionality
to support the use of the compatibility analysis.

In the following, Section 5.5.2 explains the developed hierarchy of on-
tologies and Section 5.5.3 defines the notion of compatibility. Section 5.5.4
shows results of scalability and performance estimations for our approach.

5.5.2 Ontologies for Compatibility Analysis

Figure 5.13 depicts the developed set of ontologies. These ontologies are
organised in three layers: expert, vendor, and engineer layers. The name of
each layer denotes its main actor. These ontologies are related to each other
through the import, use, and refer to relations.

Expert Layer

Ontologies of the Expert layer are created and maintained by experts of the
embedded and security (or any other extra-functional properties) domains.
It contains three ontologies. The first two ontologies are obtained from the
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Figure 5.13: Ontologies for compatibility analysis

transformation of MARTE packages dedicated to platform resource descrip-
tions. The third ontology is the refinement of the core evaluation ontology
for the security domain as it is already explained in Section 4.1.2.

Techniques to transform UML class models into ontologies are studied
and presented by several researchers, e.g. by Hermida et al. [87] and Xu et
al. [88]. Similar to their works, we identify the mapping needed to transform
MARTE packages. Some basic mapping rules that we apply in our work may
be summarised as follows:

• Each MARTE stereotype is represented as an OWL class.

• Each tag is represented as an OWL object or data property, where
the domain is the stereotype that owns the tag and the range is the
type of the tag. We create an OWL object property if the type of the
tag is equal to another stereotype, which can not be replaced with a
basic type defined in XSD [89] (e.g. float, integer, or string). Thus,
we create an OWL data property if the type of the corresponding tag
is a basic XSD type.

• An enumeration is represented as a class with a predefined set of in-
dividuals.

• The generalisation relations of the MARTE profile are represented as
sub-class relations in the ontology, i.e. the “is-a” relation.

• The composition relations are represented as the part-whole object
properties [90], i.e. the “hasPart” relation.

• The named associations are represented as OWL object properties
with the corresponding name, e.g. the “hasConnected” relation.

We avoid using the Ontology UML profile [91] that allows designing on-
tologies as UML models since this requires in-depth understanding of the
underlying ontologies from an engineer. Our goal is to exploit advantages
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of ontology technologies (e.g. querying services), but to allow an engineer
to operate only with terms of a considered extra-functional domain.

We proceed to explain the remaining two ontologies that build the expert
layer, i.e. NFPType ontology and Resource ontology. The third, Security
evaluation ontology, was already discussed in Section 4.1.2.

The NFPType ontology of the expert layer contains a set of types and
their relations needed to characterise a piece of hardware/software compo-
nent, e.g. data rate (Mbps, Kbps, etc.) and frequency (Hz, KHz, etc.).
This ontology is derived from the MeasurementUnits, MARTE DataTypes,
and Basic NFP Types sub-packages of the MARTE Library package (chap-
ter D.2 of the MARTE profile specification), which enable specification of
non-functional properties.

Note that types such as NFP Real and NFP Integer are not present in
our NFPType ontology since they can be sufficiently modelled as the XSD
types [89], i.e. xs:float and xs:integer respectively. Figure 5.14(a) depicts an
excerpt of the classification from this ontology.

(a) NFPType ontology (b) Resource ontology

Figure 5.14: Classification levels for the developed ontologies (excerpts)

The Resource ontology contains those concepts needed to describe plat-
form components and is derived from the MARTE HRM package described
in chapter 14.2 of the MARTE profile specification [28]. Some classification
levels of this ontology are depicted in Figure 5.14(b).

The core concept of our ontology is the HwResource class that denotes a
generic hardware entity. The HRM package differentiates two complemen-
tary views onto components, namely logical and physical. This structure is
flattened in our ontology since it can be inferred through the ontology view
approaches [92].

The logical view (Hw Logical model) consists of five sub-packages. The
core elements of these sub-packages are transformed into sub-classes of
the HwResource class. These classes are HwComputingResource, HwIsa,
and HwBranchPredictor from the Hw Computing sub-package; HwMem-
ory and HwStorageManager from Hw Storage; HwCommunicationResource
from Hw Communication; HwTimingResource from Hw Timing; and HwDe-
vice from Hw Device.
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The physical view (Hw Physical model) contains two sub-packages, name-
ly Hw Power and Hw Layout. The core concepts of Hw Power are repre-
sented as sub-classes of the HwResource class, i.e. HwPowerSupply and
HwCoolingSupply. The Hw Layout model contains only one element, i.e.
HwComponent. This stereotype is used to specify physical characteristics
(e.g. weight and area) and environmental conditions (e.g. temperature and
humidity) for a platform component. We treat it in a special way in our
ontology. Thus, we have encapsulated physical characteristics of a compo-
nent into the “ComponentCharacteristics” OWL class and related it to the
HwResource class with the “hasCharacteristics” object property.

The composition relations defined in HRM are transformed into the “has-
Part” object properties [90] (and its inverse property “isPartOf”). The
named association “connectTo” is modelled as the “hasConnected” object
property (and its inverse property “isConnectedTo”). Both these properties
have corresponding sub-properties, e.g. “hasCache” is a sub-property of the
“hasPart” property.

Vendor Layer

The Vendor layer in Figure 5.13 consists of vendor component ontologies,
where a vendor is a provider of platform components available for con-
struction of execution platforms for embedded systems (e.g. Texas Instru-
ments [93]). Thus, each ontology encapsulates description of platform com-
ponents. The resource ontology of the expert layer serves as a description
language to describe these components.

In order to provide the description of available components, a vendor
needs to perform the following steps. First, a vendor uses the MagicDraw
tool [9] to create models of platform components. These models are UML
class diagrams annotated with stereotypes from the HRM package. Second,
a vendor launches the developed SEED MagicDraw plug-in to transform the
created MARTE models of the platform components into an ontology. The
user interface of this plug-in is depicted in Figure 5.15(a). We have used the
Java OWL API [62] and Acceleo [74] tool to implement this transformation.
Figure 5.15(a) depicts an interface of the developed plug-in. A vendor may
create a new ontology for described components or add these components
into an existing ontology.

Figure 5.4 from Section 5.1.2 depicts a valid model of the OMPA3530
board [81] provided by Texas Instruments.

Engineer Layer

The bottom layer in Figure 5.13 is the Engineer layer. At this level, system
and security engineers use the ontologies created at the higher levels (i.e. the
expert and vendor layers) to model the adopted platform for an embedded
systems and platforms used for evaluation of concrete SBBs respectively. In
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particular, an engineer uses vendor ontologies when certain vendor compo-
nents required for the application are known, whereas the resource ontology
is suitable if such a component is not known or not present in vendor on-
tologies. Additionally, security engineers instantiate the security evaluation
ontology to capture the results of performance evaluation of a considered
SBB. Thus, security engineers create PERs where the concept gemPlatform
refers to the SBB platform specification (see Figure 5.13). These PERs are
further transformed into corresponding security evaluation record ontologies
as explained in Section 4.1.2.

In our smart metering devices case study from Section 2.4, TSMC devices
are built on the OMAP3530 board depicted in Figure 5.4. This component
will be already described and stored in the vendor ontology. Therefore, an
embedded system engineer needs to load the ontology and use this com-
ponent as a part of the TSMC model. The developed SEED MagicDraw
plug-in supports this functionality.

In the measurement transfer scenario of our case study analysed in Sec-
tion 5.3, the data transmitted between a TSMC and server (i.e. the Collec-
torToServer asset) must be protected against confidentiality threats as it is
indicated by the security property SP2. Consequently, two concrete SBBs
that satisfy this security property have been found in the Metering DSSM
(see Section 5.4). They are the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) [94]
and DES (Data Encryption Standard) [76] implementations provided by the
Texas Instruments [93]. For these implementations, the AES SBB requires
the use of the C64x+ processor, while the DES SBB requires the use of the
TMS320C6211 chip (see Figure 4.10 in Section 4.1.2).

In the next section, we explain how this architecture of different ontolo-
gies enables selection of concrete SBBs (or any RBBs) based on the defined
compatibility analysis.

5.5.3 Model-based Compatibility Analysis

We differentiate two types of the platform compatibility: logical and envi-
ronmental. In the following, we explain each of the mentioned types and
exemplify some of them using the system and SBB models introduced in
the previous sections.

The notion of logical compatibility is based on the pairwise logical com-
patibility of a SBB and system platform components defined below.

Definition: Two components A and B are logically compatible if one of
the following holds: (a) A is identical with B ; (b) A has B as a part; (c) A
is a part of B ; (d) A can be connected to B ; (e) B can be connected to A;
(f) a disjunction of (b)-(e).

We employ the ontology querying services to automate a check of the above
definition. In particular, we use the ASK operator of SPARQL [60] that
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returns a boolean value indicating whether a path that matches a query
pattern exists. For example, the query for case (b) where the relation “has-
Part” is examined has the following form:

PREFIX hrm: [the ontology IRI]

ASK {?A hrm:hasPart ?B}

Queries for cases (c) – (e) have a similar structure replacing “hasPart” with
the “isPartOf”, “hasConnected”, and “isConnectedTo” object properties
respectively. To support the check of case (f), we use a special construct
defined by the SPARQL 1.1 syntax, i.e. the so called path properties [95].
It allows examining a path of an arbitrary length. Hence, the query for case
(f) replaces the “hasPart” property with a path expression: (hrm:hasPart

| hrm:isPartOf | hrm:connectedTo | hrm:hasConnected)*. In this ex-
pression, the symbol “|” denotes the “OR” operator, while the symbol “∗”
means that any number of occurrences is allowed.

In the query mentioned above, the ?A and ?B symbols denote variables.
They are replaced by components of a system platform and components of a
SBB platform (annotated with the “gemRequiredComponent” stereotype)
respectively. In our case study (see Section 5.5.2), these are OMAP3530
and C64x+ for the AES SBB, and OMAP3530 and TMS320C6211 for the
DES SBB. Since TMS320C64x+ has a C64x+ processor as its part, the
query returns true. In contrast, no path is found between TMS320C6211
and TMS320C64x+ for the DES SBB. Thus, we conclude that the particular
implementation of the DES algorithm is not logically compatible with the
current design of a system platform that is based on the OMAP3530 board,
while AES can be selected as a SBB to provide secure communication for a
TSMC device.

The definition for environmental compatibility is built upon the Env Cond-
ition data type from the HRM package (see Figure 14.72 from the MARTE
specifications [28]) which defines five types of environmental conditions:
temperature, humidity, vibration, shock, and altitude. An environmental
condition of each type has a value range. An engineer needs to anno-
tate the components with the “HwComponent” stereotype and define the
“r Conditions” tag to assign environmental conditions to a component. We
use the following terms and functions to define environmental compatibility :

• K and U are sets of the environmental condition types and measure-
ment units respectively, where K = {temperature, humidity, vibration,

shock, altitude} and U = {◦C,%,m/s2, g,m}.

• A set ENV COND defined as I × U ×K that describes each environ-
mental condition as a tuple of a value interval (a set I), a unit (from
the set U), and a type (from the set K).

• A function defining environmental conditions of a component, i.e.
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env cond : COMP → 2ENV COND, where COMP is a set of compo-
nents.

• Projection functions extracting from an environmental condition the
corresponding type, i.e. kind : ENV COND → K, unit, i.e. unit :

ENV COND → U , and value interval, i.e. range : ENV COND → I.

Given these terms and functions we introduce two other functions to
define the notion of environmental compatibility.

Definition: Environmental compatibility is a function env comp : COMP ×
COMP → {true, false}. A component A is environmentally compatible with
a component B if env comp(A,B) is evaluated to true as defined below:

env comp(A,B) , true if
{〈
〈i1, u, k〉, 〈i2, u, k〉

〉
| a ∈ env cond(A),

b ∈ env cond(B), k ∈ kind(a) ∩ kind(b), i1 = range(a), i2 = range(b), i1 ∩ i2 6=
∅
}
6= ∅ or ¬∃k : ∀a ∈ env cond(A), ∀b ∈ env cond(B), k ∈ kind(a) ∩ kind(b)

The intuition is that environmental conditions of a platform component
A adopted for an embedded system and a component B required by an SBB
are compatible if corresponding interval values of environmental conditions
of the same type are overlapping. These components are also compatible if
there are no conditions of the same type defined for both components.

In addition, we define another function that specifies the environmental
conditions under which a pair of components can not operate (although each
could operate individually under respective conditions). We refer to such
environmental conditions as environmental constraints. This function is de-
fined as env constr : COMP×COMP → 2ENV COND×2ENV COND as follows:

env constr(A,B) ,
{〈
〈i1, u, k〉, 〈i2, u, k〉

〉
| a ∈ env cond(A), b ∈ env cond(B),

k ∈ kind(a) ∩ kind(b), i1 = range(a) \ range(b), i2 = range(b) \ range(a),
u = unit(a)

}
The intuition is that while each component might operate in an interval
that is a subset of its operational condition, its composition with another
component dictates that one component is prohibited from operating in
those environment conditions that are not within the range allowed by an-
other component (and vice verse). In other words, environment conditions
of one component are constrained because of presence of another compo-
nent. Therefore, environment constraints for each component are generated.
Alternatively, the presence of these constraints for components guides a sys-
tem engineer to implement a mechanism (e.g. cooling system) that ensures
that the corresponding components sustain the environment constraints gen-
erated for another component (e.g. to keep within a given temperature
range). The SEED MagicDraw plug-in generates these environmental con-
straints automatically from given environment conditions attached to indi-
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vidual components.
In our case study, the temperature conditions for OMAP3530 and TMS32-

0C64x+ (the AES SBB) have the same ranges of [0; 90]◦C. Therefore, the
system and SBB are environmentally compatible without any additional
constraints.

The above definitions for computing the compatibility relation and their
pairwise imposed constraints allow us to reason about environmental condi-
tions of assemblies based on constraints for its constituent components.

Figure 5.15(b) depicts the user interface of the SEED MagicDraw plug-in
supporting compatibility analysis. It allows selecting a type of the desired
compatibility analysis (logical and environmental) and its settings. The bot-
tom part of this tool shows the results of the analysis, namely whether the
system and SBB are compatible according to the selected criteria. Addi-
tionally, it shows a generated set of environmental constraints for a environ-
mental compatibility check.

(a) Transformation tool (b) Compatibility analysis tool

Figure 5.15: Model-based compatibility analysis tools (the user interfaces)

5.5.4 Scalability and Performance

So far, we have used the case study of smart metering devices to illustrate
the compatibility analysis and knowledge management ideas supported by
our methods and tool. This section proceeds to show that this approach is
scalable to domains with large data sets. We design experiments to estimate
the size of resulting vendor ontologies as well as the execution time for the
transformation of MARTE models into OWL.

In this study, we focus on microcontrollers (MCUs) provided by some
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of popular vendors (Renesas, Texas Instruments, Fujitsu, Atmel, and Mi-
crochip Technology). We estimate the potential complexity of corresponding
MARTE models and the size of corresponding OWL ontologies in terms of
the number of generated axioms. Three classes of embedded systems and
MCUs commonly used for their design [96] are considered: small scale (8-bit
MCUs), medium scale (16-bit MCUs), and sophisticated embedded systems
(32-bit and ARM-based MCUs). Thereafter, we study how many models
are currently available on the market for each vendor (see Table 5.4). The
data has been extracted from the official Internet resources of the vendors
mentioned above.

Table 5.4: Scalability and performance estimations

8-bit 16-bit 32-bit
1 Renesas 933 2290 1817
2 Texas Instruments 0 406 292
3 Fujitsu 103 207 630
4 Microchip Technology 348 334 79
5 Atmel 238 0 179
6 Total amount of units 1622 3237 2997
7 Av. number of axioms per unit 68 105 133
8 Approx. total number of axioms 110 296 339 885 398 601
9 Av. transformation time (ms) 1455.1 1627.92 2497.92

To estimate the potential number of generated axioms, we select five
commonly used MCUs of each class, create their MARTE models, and exe-
cute their transformations. This study shows that the simplest 8-bit MCUs
creates an average of 68 axioms while the most sophisticated 32-bit MCUs
generate 133 axioms (see Table 5.4, row 7). The 8th row shows the approxi-
mate number of produced axioms when all models are added into ontologies.
Finally, we compare these numbers with scalability studies of the OWL APIs
and Jena technologies done by Horridge and Bechhofer [63] and Dibowski
and Kabitzsch [92]. In particular, Horridge and Bechhofer [63] show that
OWL APIs can easily handle ontologies that contain 1 651 533 axioms con-
suming 831 MB. As a result, we conclude that the used technologies (OWL
APIs and MARTE) allow handling ontologies for a significant number of
vendors in a potential real world deployment. This capacity allows loading
multiple vendors’ ontologies to execute compatibility analysis. Additionally,
some techniques for swapping ontologies in memory can be implemented to
handle even bigger datasets.

Next, we execute 50 runs of the transformation for the same representa-
tives of each MCU class and measure the execution time for each run (see Ta-
ble 5.4, row 9). In particular, we measure the execution time of the following
operations for each run: transformation of an original UML/MARTE model
into the OWL API syntax; generation of axioms executing corresponding
OWL APIs; and saving the resulting ontology into an owl-file. The hard-
ware used in this study is a system with 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 and 8 GB
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of RAM running Mac OS. In our case, the transformation time does not
vary substantially for small and medium MCUs while one second increase is
observed for the sophisticated 32-bit MCUs. This increase can be explained
by naturally larger, in comparison with 8-bit and 16-bit MCUs, complexity
of 32-bit MCUs in both number of elements and their attributes.

5.6 Extended Form of the Process

In this chapter, we have presented the process for application of the domain-
specific security knowledge that is depicted in Figure 5.1. The process has
been intentionally simplified by the author to facilitate explanation of the
introduced methods and tools. In this section, we give a broader view to
this process.

Figure 5.16: Extended form of the proposed process

Figure 5.16 depicts the extended representation of our process. The
grey boxes indicate the steps that rest on the SEED methods explained
earlier in this chapter. An embedded system engineer starts to create a
system model that includes both functional and execution platform models.
Thereafter, an engineer proceeds with association of a relevant set of DSSMs
(see Section 5.2) followed by application of the asset elicitation technique
and search for security properties (SPs) method explained in Section 5.3.
When a set of security properties that are relevant for a considered system
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are known, preliminary analysis of the proposed security properties should
be conducted as it is shown by the Preliminary analysis of the SPs step. For
example, an engineer can go through additional risk analysis to eliminate
some assets and associated security properties. Alternatively, satisfiability
of the generated set of security properties can be checked. This analysis can
result in the necessity to redesign a system as it is indicated by the go to
(1) step.

As we have explained in Section 5.4, the Search for concrete SBBs step
may lead to proposing a number of alternative ways to secure a system,
i.e. a collection of alternative sets of concrete SBBs. The Compatibility-
based selection of concrete SBBs step allows narrowing the initial collection
of concrete SBBs sets. Thereafter, the proposed ways (sets of concrete
SBBs) to secure a system can be preliminary studied applying some kind of
trade-off analyses as indicated by the Preliminary trade-off analysis based
on PERs step. Recall that each PER stores information about concrete
SBBs performance indices. If this analysis shows that all proposed sets of
concrete SBBs can not be sustained by available resources of a system than
an engineer can return to step (1), e.g. to redesign a system, or step (4),
e.g. to reduce a number of assets.

Thereafter, one selected set of concrete SBBs is integrated into a sys-
tem design. At this phase, an embedded system engineer can use tools
and techniques developed by the research community to conduct a detailed
analysis to study consequences of incorporating security functions into a
system. The Security analysis step can be used to check whether a set of
integrated SBBs provides the required level of security. The System analy-
sis step can assist in verifying if security functions do not violate functional
requirements of a system, e.g. all deadlines are met. The Detailed trade-off
analysis step allows ensuring that available system resources are enough to
execute both system and security functions. Thus, the former step may re-
sult in redesigning a system (i.e. go to step (1)) or reconsidering security
requirements (i.e. go to step (4)). The latter two tasks may lead to selecting
another set of concrete SBBs to be integrated into a system (i.e. go to step
(8)) or redesigning a system going to step (1). In the case when all checks
outlined above show satisfactory results a system model with integrated set
of concrete SBB produce a security-enhanced embedded system model.



Chapter 6

Related Work

In this thesis, we have presented the SEED approach that aims at support-
ing designing of security-enhanced embedded systems. In the following, we
describe some works that are related to our contributions from different
perspectives. We discuss those works that target similar objectives or that
employ similar methodologies.

6.1 Composing a System from Reusable Blocks

The growing complexity of systems determines the need to enable their
construction as composition of reusable blocks. This approach brings a range
of benefits: it allows reducing the development time and cost, improving
the quality of reusable artefact, utilising better expertise of engineers from
various domains, to name a few. In our work, we exploit the MBE method
SPACE where the notion of a building block is developed. However, there
are other widely spread approaches that can potentially support reusability
of security solutions across different systems. In this section, we describe two
such approaches, namely component-based and aspect-oriented paradigms.

6.1.1 Component-based Development

A component is a core concept used in component-based approaches for
system development. It is a reusable block that encapsulates some system
functions or services. The widely accepted definition of a component is given
by Szyperski [97].

“A software component is a unit of composition with contractually speci-
fied interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component
can be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties.”

Originally, components are meant to be delivered as binary units de-
ployed and composed at run-time. However, this requirement is often re-
laxed in case of embedded systems up to the design phase due to an overhead
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created by a component framework [98]. We proceed to describe the basic
concepts and terminology used in component-based system development ap-
proaches [99, 100].

To enable component-based design, each component must adhere a spe-
cific component model that defines a set of rules and conventions to describe
a component. In particular, a component is defined by its interfaces. Each
interface reflects properties of the component that are visible externally (i.e.
for other components and a system as a whole). Interfaces can be repre-
sented as a set of operations with a list of input and output parameters,
i.e. operation-based interfaces. Alternatively, interfaces can be considered
as entities that send and receive data, i.e. port-based interfaces. One can
distinguish provided (e.g. operations provided for their environment) and
required (e.g. operations required from their environment) interfaces. Addi-
tionally, the notion of rich interfaces is introduced [99] to refer to interfaces
that contain additional information about interfaces, e.g. declaration of
their extra-functional properties such as the execution time. Rich interfaces
enable certain verifications when composing components.

The process that establishes connection between components (i.e. the
composition of their functions) is called component composition, binding [100],
or wiring [101]. The result of composition of two or more components is re-
ferred to as an assembly. In some component models, the composition of
components is supported through connectors that are mediators between
components. A component model is supported (at the design- or run-time)
by a component framework that is an infrastructure that manages resources
for components.

A set of challenges arises when adopting component-based development
approaches for embedded systems. For example, the temporal properties
of embedded systems require that components provide time characteris-
tics as a part of their interfaces. This is a difficult task if a component
is considered to be a software unit since temporal properties depend on the
underlying hardware. However, the need to utilise benefits of component
frameworks for the world of embedded systems determines the tendency of
developing component-based approaches for these domains as well, e.g. AU-
TOSAR [102] for automotive industry and ROBOCOP [103] for consumer
electronics domains. Hošek et al. [104] compare ten other component frame-
works focusing on those that provide support for execution. Besides general
features related to component models and frameworks (e.g. presence of con-
nectors, type of interfaces) the authors consider a set of requirements that
are coming from the domain of embedded systems. They are, for example,
support for coupling with hardware or modelling real-time attributes.

Several component frameworks have been enhanced to deal with security
aspects. For example, Saadatmand and Leveque [105] develop a methodol-
ogy to integrate security mechanisms into the ProCom component model.
Abdellatif et al. [106] propose a method to enforce an information flow con-
trol of the Think component model.
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6.1.2 Aspect-oriented Development

Aspect-orientation enforces the separation of concerns principle [107]. This
principle promotes identification of different concerns in a system and their
separation encapsulating them into reusable artefacts, e.g. modules. These
artefacts can be analysed in isolation and applied in several applications.
In aspect-oriented modelling (AOM), reusable modules usually realise so
called crosscutting concerns. The concern is called crosscutting if a require-
ment, that it expresses, cuts across a whole system. Thus, reusable modules
that implement crosscutting concerns provide such extra-functional prop-
erties as security, safety, or other quality of services properties as opposed
to traditional functional units of decomposition used in component-based
development. The terminology of AOM is not so mature as the terminology
of component-based development. However, we have identified some basic
concepts used in AOM approaches that deal with the security concern.

A primary system model is a base model of a system (both its function-
ality and architecture) under development. This primary system model is
further extended with a so called aspect that is a reusable implementation of
some function that fulfils a crosscutting concern. Each aspect has two forms:
a generic aspect is an application independent model of an aspect, and a
context-specific aspect is a generic aspect instantiated for a given applica-
tion. To transform a generic aspect into a context-specific aspect, a set of
adaptation rules are applied. Basically, these adaptation rules specify how
to map the abstract syntax of a generic aspect into the syntax of a certain
application domain. Finally, a context-specific aspect is integrated into a
primary system model that results in an integrated system model. The inte-
gration is done applying a set of composition rules that can be implemented
as an engine that takes primary system model and context-specific aspects
as an input and produces an integrated system model. Alternatively, com-
position rules can be represented as a set of instructions for an engineer that
describe steps to be taken for composition. The comprehensive and exten-
sive conceptual reference model of aspect-oriented modelling constituents
is presented by Schauerhuber et al. [108]. Below, we overview two AOM
approaches that deal with the security and dependability concerns. These
approaches employe UML for modelling of a system and aspects.

France et al. [109] represent a generic aspect (referred to as “generalised
form of a solution”) as a pattern that describes common characteristics of a
solution. These patterns are realised as UML model templates. The adap-
tation is implemented as instantiation of a pattern by binding (i.e. relating)
its template parameters to application-specific values. The composition is
realised by merging UML models of a primary system model with context-
specific aspects. This merge can be controlled and managed by so called
composition directives. For example, composition directives can be used to
specify that some elements of a primary system model should be removed,
added, or modified in a certain way. They also can predefine the order when
several aspects are composed with one primary system model. Thus, vary-
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ing composition directives several (potentially different) integrated system
models can be obtained. Further, an integrated system model is analysed
to reveal conflicts or undesirable properties, and to investigate whether the
used aspect provides the required level of dependability.

Mouheb et al. [110] presents another approach for AOM. A primary
system model is a UML model where some elements are annotated with
stereotypes and tags that express security requirements, e.g. confidentiality
and integrity of data. Additionally, a primary system model is extended
with specifications of join points used to support composition of a primary
system model and aspects. In particular, join points specify where an aspect
should be integrated in a primary system model, e.g. before or after a
specific operation. An aspect is a UML class model that is extended with a
set of stereotypes from a specific UML profile provided by the authors. For
example, one of the stereotypes provided by this profile is a pointcut that
is used to specify where in a primary model an aspect should be injected.
Similar to join points, a pointcut can specify, for instance, that an aspect
should be inserted before or after a UML operation or call. Each aspect
can provide several functions that are referred to as advice in the mentioned
profile. The adaptation of a generic aspect, i.e. creation of a context-
specific aspect, is done as matching join points from a primary system model
and pointcuts from a generic aspect. The composition is defined as actual
weaving of aspects into a primary system model.

To sum up, approaches that allow dealing with security in a reusable
manner emerge. In these approaches a security measure that enforces secu-
rity properties is represented in the form of a reusable unit. Each approach
has its own syntax and frameworks (i.e. theoretical foundations supported
by tools) to integrate a reusable unit (i.e. a component, aspect, or building
block) into a system model. In our work, we employ the notion of reusable
building blocks used in the MBE method SPACE. Thus, we enjoy a wide
range of capabilities provided by this method. They are, for example, a
powerful tool-set based on Eclipse Modelling Framework called Arctis [37]
and a rich library of already implemented RBBs [38] including the one that
model security measures. Moreover, the SPACE RBBs are specified by the
modelling language that is based on the well-known syntax of UML activ-
ities supported by the formal semantics (Temporal Logic of Actions) [39].
The semantics is suitable for designing of distributed systems built of em-
bedded devices. Moreover, this modelling language allows us to analyse
SPACE models to elicit new information required to support integration of
a relevant set of security measures.

6.2 Security-enhanced System Design

This section summarises our review of methods developed to assist a sys-
tem engineer in integrating security mechanisms into a system design. We
start discussing methods to deal with security aspects that are designed
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for general systems in Section 6.2.1 followed by methods that target em-
bedded systems in Section 6.2.2. Thereafter, Section 6.2.3 briefly describes
approaches related to selection of security measures given a repository of
available alternatives. Finally, we briefly discuss some methods to conduct
risk analysis in Section 6.2.4 positioning the proposed asset elicitation tech-
nique in the context of these methods.

6.2.1 General Methods to Deal with Security

The challenge of integrating security mechanisms into various types of sys-
tems has been addressed by several approaches. They are, for instance,
MDSE1/UMLsec, MDS2/SecureUML, security aspects, security patterns,
and AVATAR, to name a few. MDSE/UMLsec [111] is one of the first ap-
proaches developed for integration of security related information into UML
specifications of a system. In particular, UMLsec is a UML profile that is
used to incorporate security requirements (such as the fair exchange principle
and secure communication links) in the form of corresponding stereotypes
(i.e. “fair exchange” and “secure link” respectively) and their tags (e.g.
those tags that allow specifying an adversary) into various UML models
(e.g. class or activity models). These stereotypes allow a system engi-
neer to specify a proper set of security requirements for a system under
development. Thereafter, a system design should be enhanced to meet the
augmented security requirements using such techniques as, for example, se-
curity patterns [112] or direct refinement of an initial system design. The
use of UMLsec allows formally verifying if the resulted system design meets
the annotated security requirements. Additionally, there are some works
that complement the UMLsec methodology with the security requirements
elicitation phase. Thus, Houmb et al. [113] propose a methodology to elicit
requirements from stakeholders employing a heuristics-based tool empow-
ered by the common criteria standard [114].

MDS/SecureUML [115] deals with design and verification of role-based
access control systems. SecureUML is a security modelling language that
should be combined with other languages used for a system design. Thus,
it enables a system engineer to model both security and functional aspects
of a system simultaneously. The merge of languages is proposed to be im-
plemented through a so called “dialect”. A dialect is used to match meta-
models and syntax of corresponding functional and security languages. In
particular, a dialect shows what elements of a system design language are
SecureUML resources and what actions are applied to these resources. Thus,
SecureUML can help to express such information as which elements of a sys-
tem model shall be considered as resources and what actions are permitted
under these resources.

The aspect-oriented paradigm presented by France et al. [116] identi-

1Model-Driven Security Engineering
2Model-Driven Security
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fies security as a crosscutting concern. To deal with this concern, security
functions are encapsulated as aspects that are woven into the initial sys-
tem model. In this approach, security requirements are elicited by means
of composing a system model with a threat model and checking if the at-
tack succeeds. Thereafter, a suitable security aspect is encapsulated into a
system design. Aspect-Oriented Risk-Driven Development (AORDD) is an
approach developed by Georg et al. [117] that extends the contribution of
France et al. [116] to calculate the fitness of different security measures as
a trade-off between different criteria, e.g. provided security level, project
and deployment effort. The fitness score for a particular security measure is
calculated with a specially constructed Bayesian Belief Network. Further,
Houmb et al. [118] add to AORDD the performance analysis step employing
the PUMA tool.

Security patterns [112] are intended to capture security solutions for
common security challenges. In general, a pattern is an extremely broad
concept that can be used to encapsulate expert knowledge of any kind (e.g.
a reoccurring structure, process, activity, or just some kind of “thing”) along
all phases of a system development. To be able to cover such diverse infor-
mation, patterns are defined in a highly generic form. In particular, each
pattern describes a solution in a human-readable text (sometimes referred to
as patterns’s documentation), which is sometimes augmented by UML mod-
els to help developers to understand a pattern. Schmidt et al. [119] develop
an approach called Security Engineering Process using Patterns (SEPP). In
this process, the authors introduce a special type of patterns called Secu-
rity Problem Frames (SPFs). SPFs consider generic security requirements
omitting possible means to satisfy these requirements. The SPF descrip-
tion contains the following fields: name, intent, a frame diagram, informal
description, a security template, and an effect. Each field is defined in a tex-
tual form, as a UML model, or in some other formal notation. Thereafter,
the authors introduce the notion of a Concretised Security Problem Frame
(CSPF) that describes generic security measures linked to related SPFs. It
is the responsibility of a system engineer to select and instantiate both SPFs
and CSPFs to proceed with the SEPP method.

Other approaches that are designed to assist a system engineer to secure
a system can also be mentioned. For example, Hamid et al. [120] enforce
the notion of security (and dependability) patterns supported by formal
validations. Pedroza et al. [121] propose a SysML-based environment called
AVATAR to model and verify safety, authenticity, and confidentiality prop-
erties. The recent work of Uzunov et al. [122] provides a comprehensive
survey, comparison, and classification of many other methodologies to assist
in designing security-enhanced systems.

Compared with the SEED approach proposed in our work where the
security-related knowledge is captured by DSSMs, the approaches mentioned
above still require in-depth security knowledge from a system engineer or
presence of a security expert. For example, it is not clear how a system engi-
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neer should select a suitable security aspect in the AORDD method. It is as-
sumed as the given knowledge since the authors know a priori how to model
relevant attacks and how to construct and weave a security aspect. A secu-
rity pattern is very powerful concept to assist in analysing and developing
secure software in a systematic manner exploiting the “body of accumulated
knowledge” represented as a pattern. However, due to its unfixed (though
flexible) syntax, their application is thought to be manual. This statement
is supported by the fact that security patterns, in general, do not make
any assumption on the used design language for a system implementation.
Thus, application of current security patterns can be hardly automated. In
the SEPP method, selection and instantiation of both SFPs and CSPFs are
supposed to be done by a system engineer that can be cumbersome due to
their complicated structure. In contrast, we provide a bridge between secu-
rity domain experts and embedded system engineers. The SEED approach
defines a structured methodology (i.e. concepts, methods, processes, and
tools) to create and select a suitable set of security measures represented in
the form of reusable building blocks that can be integrated into a system
under development. Thus, our approach produces a guideline on where and
why a specific security measure should be applied. Moreover, SEED allows
separating the task of designing a security mechanism from a system design.

6.2.2 Methods for Embedded Systems

A number of model-based approaches to enforce security within embedded
systems are proposed. The Ruiz et al. [123] approach requires that a system
engineer defines a set of security properties for a scenario. This assumption
already requires that an embedded system engineer has a good expertise in
security. According to Ruiz et al., each security property is further linked to
attacks and threats. Attacks and threats are modelled in order to describe
the capabilities of intruders to cause harm in a system. Finally, these threat
models are associated with a set of static and dynamic tests to enable the
later testing of a system integrated with security mechanisms.

In our approach, we propose a method to systematically elicit required
security properties consulting the security knowledge captured in DSSMs.
Therefore, our approach addresses the situation when an embedded system
engineer has just limited expertise in security. The knowledge about threats
is indeed exploited in our approach to refine a set of initially elicited se-
curity properties. We believe that our approach can be complemented by
the Ruiz et al. [123] idea to link threats with a corresponding set of tests.
However, we envisage that there is also a need to extend this idea linking
security properties and threats to verification facilities (besides tests). This
enhancement will provide required assurance already at the design phase
as opposed to postponing all checks until the first prototype of a system is
available when testing can be performed [124].

Hamid et al. [125] attempt to model trust properties as reusable patterns
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for specific domains. While that work shares our aspirations for reusability,
we consider security concerns rather than trust relations. Similar to our
work, Eby et al. [126] adopt principles of domain-specific modelling. They
propose to integrate a Security Analysis Language (SAL) into a DSML for
the embedded systems domain (that reminds us the SecureUML approach).
However, they focus on security of information flows.

Saadatmand and Leveque [105] develop a method for incorporating secu-
rity aspects into the ProCom component model. The authors consider two
security goals, namely confidentiality and authentication. This approach
proposes to use (manual) annotations to identify those parts of a system
model where integration of security aspects is needed. In contrast to this
work, we have developed the asset elicitation technique to identify vulnera-
ble parts of a system avoiding manual tagging of a system model.

6.2.3 Selection of Security Measures

An important step that precedes actual integration of security building
blocks is the selection of such. We have observed that the model-based
and model-driven methods mentioned above do not address this task in
detail. However, approaches for selection of security measures are under
development in the context of security patterns [112].

Selection of security patterns is based on their classification. Such clas-
sification can be built of just three classes (Fernandez et al. [127]) or be
represented as a multi-dimensional matrix of classes (VanHilst et al. [128])
including such categories as an architectural layer (e.g. network), a life-
cycle stage (e.g. design), and a domain (e.g. enterprise systems). In our
work, the basics for selection of concrete SBBs are domains, security goals,
defence strategies, and assets. Thus, there are some overlapping concepts
in our work compared to the dimensions elaborated for security patterns.
However, SEED proposes that only the domain dimension is selected by an
embedded system engineer following the guideline. Selection of other cat-
egories is done by applying the elicitation technique and querying the core
security ontology.

Hafiz et al. [129] organise security patterns according to the CIA3 goal
model, a pattern’s application context (i.e. core security, perimeter security,
and exterior security), a problem domain, and their classification based on
the STRIDE4 model. All these classifications are formalised in tabular or
tree forms. In addition to this method, Washizaki et al. [130] develop the
Dimensional Graph (DG) concept to formalise the multi-dimension classifi-
cation of security patterns. Each DG uses a UML object diagram to show
relations of a pattern to a set of dimensions of interest. We formalise our
categories as the core security ontology, which allows utilising advantages of

3Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability
4Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and

Elevation of privilege
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the ontology technology querying services for the selection of concrete SBBs.

6.2.4 Risk Analysis

Asset identification is an essential stage of risk analysis methods that pre-
cedes selection of security mechanisms, e.g. as in the CORAS model-based
method [84] or such general frameworks as OCTAVE (Operationally Critical
Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation) [131] and CRAMM (CCTA
Risk Analysis and Management Method) [132]. Identification of assets is
normally done through some informal analysis (implemented as brainstorm-
ing sessions or interviews) of a system model or other (often informal) rep-
resentations. We have proposed to automate this task in the presence of a
formal system model composed of functional and execution platform views.

We have defined the rules for traversing a system model expressed as
SPACE collaborative activities to identify assets and classify them in accor-
dance with the knowledge captured within the security ontology. Thereafter,
the knowledge about vulnerabilities and threats associated with elements of
MARTE platform models is applied to refine the initial set of assets. Note
that our methodology does not deny the best of the practice methods exist-
ing today. Thus, for example, threat diagrams of the CORAS method can
be used to identify those threats that expose components of an execution
platform adopted for a system under development. Alternatively, threat
and vulnerability security assessment patterns [112] can be employed for
this purpose.

Moreover, the asset identification phase of risk analysis methods and
frameworks [84, 131, 132] usually involves both security experts and stake-
holders that are embedded system engineers in our case. In our work, we
undertake one step forward and emphasise the need to make results of such
analysis once conducted by security experts reusable for embedded system
engineers by means of storing its outcomes in a suitable form, i.e. as ontolo-
gies, and providing methods for embedded system engineers to apply this
knowledge when designing a system.

6.3 Marrying Ontologies and Models

The use of ontologies to support tasks of model-driven engineering is an
interesting research topic [133]. The potential of ontology technologies ap-
plied to the system and software engineering to formalise general modelling
is outlined by Tetlow et al. [134]. Recall that ontologies are used to represent
knowledge as a set of domain concepts and their relations. Similarly, the
conceptual description of a domain through meta-modelling is performed
while creation of a DMSL [25]. Both technologies suggest a range of bene-
fits. For example, one of the main benefits of the ontology technology is its
automated querying services while DSMLs enjoy wider adoption in develop-
ment environments and tools. Therefore, it is not a surprise that researchers
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try to find a logical synergy to exploit advantages of both of these technolo-
gies [133]. For example, Walter et al. [135] in their recent work employ
ontologies to improve the practice of domain-specific modelling (DSM). The
authors have developed a framework for DSMLs that relies on the ontology
reasoning services (e.g. the inconsistency checker) to guide a designer and
to validate incomplete structural domain models. In our work, we combine
the ontology and DSM technologies to assist the development of security-
enhanced system models from different application domains. We employ
DSM to constantly populate the used ontology with the domain-specific
security knowledge. Additionally, we provide ontological support for the
standard MARTE profile.

Another interesting and active topic is the use of ontologies to facilitate
designing of complex systems. Dibowski et al. [92] present the ontological
framework to describe devices for the building automation domain. Jianjun
et al. [136] use ontology to configure embedded control systems based on a
functional model of a system that is intended to express the user demand.
Wagelaar [137] combines the ontology technology with the model-driven
architecture principles to enable reuse of platform-independent to platform-
specific models (PSMs) transformations. Tekinerdoğan et al. [138] employ
ontologies to support selection of PSMs, where a system platform is de-
scribed as a set of high level properties. We use ontologies to support a
composition of embedded systems from RBBs that provide extra-functional
properties. Furthermore, we use MARTE models and extend them with
additional concepts to formulate platform-specific constraints as a basics for
such composition. Specifically, we elaborate on the notion of model-based
compatibility as one of possible criteria for selection of a set of concrete
SBBs where security is an example of an extra-functional domain.

6.4 Performance Analysis at the Design Phase

There is a range of tools that enable performance analysis when only a de-
sign of a system is available. Robert and Perrier [139] and Piel et al. [140]
present CoFluent and Gaspard2 methodologies and tools to execute perfor-
mance analysis at the design phase. These techniques use UML/MARTE
models to describe architecture and application designs. In addition to the
MARTE profile, CoFluent employs the SysML [141] modelling language.
Both CoFluent and Gaspard2 introduce some constraints on the original se-
mantics and on usage conventions of MARTE models to enable their further
analysis. Similarly, we make some assumptions on MARTE models when
designing the support (methods and tools) for model-based compatibility
analysis. Thereafter, both CoFluent and Gaspard2 methodologies use a dif-
ferent chain of transformations to generate SystemC TLM 5 code for its
further simulation in suitable tools.

5Transaction Level Model
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The use of performance analysis while composing a system with RBBs at
the early design phases is a subject of active research. Woodside et al. [142,
143] develop and apply the PUMA 6 approach for performance analysis of
RBBs represented as security aspects. Woodside et al. start exploiting
the UML SPT 7 profile, but their further works adapt this methodology
for the MARTE profile. In this work, the authors generate LQN 8 models
that are analysed by a solver and simulator. Similarly, Wehrmeister et
al. [144] presents the AMoERT 9 methodology when the aspect-oriented
paradigm is used. In this work, the authors propose the GenErTiCa tool to
generate Java code for a specific predefined (though selected by an engineer)
target platform. Bondarev et al. [145] present the CARAT 10 toolkit for
performance evaluation where RBBs conform to a specific component model.
The authors use their own modelling language to describe the application
logic and architecture that are synthesised into an executable system model
used for the task scheduling.

We can distinguish two categories of methods that allow obtaining per-
formance evaluation results when only a design model is available. The
methods of the first group (CoFluent and AMoERT) take a set of applica-
tion and platform models as an input and generate code, e.g. C and Sys-
temC. Afterwards, the generated code is executed in a simulation tool. The
methods of the second group (PUMA, CARAT, and Gaspard2) use models
as a means to input required data into analytical performance analysis tools.

The SPACE method employed in our work enables code generation for
functional models (i.e. UML activities) where Java code is produced from
state machines for a certain predefined execution platform (e.g. Service-
Frame [39]). Thus, one can relate the SPACE methodology to the first
category of the classification outlined above excepting the fact that trans-
formations are bound to a specific predefined execution platform. In our
work, we complement SPACE models with an execution platform described
as MARTE models. These MARTE models can be converted into the corre-
sponding simulation code using methods developed in the approaches men-
tioned above. Therefore, there is a potential to simulate SPACE models on a
desired execution platform (that is modelled in MARTE), once a formalised
and tooled allocation of SPACE models onto MARTE models is defined.
Moreover, our work complements the approaches described above since it
enables reuse of outcomes of SBBs performance evaluation conducted by
corresponding domain experts.

Ciccozzi et al. [146] propose a meta-model used to propagate results of
monitoring extra-functional properties at the code level back to a system
model in order to improve it. This approach is developed for the CHESS
modelling language [147]. In our work, we exploit MARTE models to cap-

6Performance by Unified Model Analysis
7Schedulability, Performance and Time
8Layered Queueing Networks
9Aspect-oriented Model-Driven Engineering for Real-Time systems

10Component Architectures Analysis Tool
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ture platform-specific constraints of embedded systems and SBBs. The pro-
posed MARTE compatible profile allows capturing more information about
outcomes of SBBs performance analysis, e.g. the used workload and the
observed resource footprint. This information (structured, captured, and
searchable) aids an embedded system engineer to select an appropriate SBB
to satisfy required security (or other extra-functional) properties.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future
Work

This thesis has presented the SEED approach that supports embedded sys-
tem engineers and security experts in designing security-enhanced systems.
This chapter summarises this work and discusses some interesting directions
for the future work.

7.1 Conclusions

The increased use of embedded systems in countless applications has led
to a boost in their complexity and a need for constant connectivity to open
networks. As a result, these systems operate with different categories of data
which often include sensitive information. In realities, the task of assuring
security properties of embedded systems becomes more challenging, which
immediately leads to an emergent need in specific methods and tools to
support the development of embedded systems.

In this work, we have focused on some aspects of the aforementioned
challenge and identified the basic principles currently developed by the re-
search community to address these aspects. These aspects and principles
are outlined below. First, the complexity and resource scarcity of embedded
systems can no longer sustain the practice of adding security measures at
the late development phases. To overcome this issue, the focus on security
should be shifted to the design phase following the principles of model-
based engineering. Second, although security attracts more attention, there
are still a fewer security experts than embedded system engineers. The need
to share the knowledge of the security experts and apply it in multiple do-
mains in an effective way emerges. We tackle this issue by implementing
the principle of separation of concerns. Finally, complexity of embedded
systems and modern security solutions encourages that security solutions
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are adjusted to a certain application domain, so that their integration into
an embedded system design is less of a burden. We exploit the principle of
domain specialisation to address this issue.

To address the named challenge, we have developed an approach called
SEED that is built around the basic principles mentioned above. With the
help of SEED, security experts gain an opportunity to describe developed
security solutions in a reusable manner and embedded system engineers
can select a suitable set of security solutions based on an analysis of both
system’s security needs and its resource constraints.

SEED rests on two concepts introduced in this thesis, namely Domain-
Specific Security Model (DSSM) and Performance Evaluation Record (PER).
The DSSM and PER concepts described in Chapter 4 are relatively easy to
use since they are UML models that are formalised as ontologies: the core
security ontology and the core evaluation ontology respectively. These con-
cepts serve as tools for security experts to capture their knowledge about
existing security solutions. Each DSSM enables characterising common se-
curity issues of a specific application domain in a form of security properties.
Thereafter, security properties are linked to available solutions that can be
used for their enforcement. Each PER is used to characterise the resource
overhead created by a security measure, quality of provided extra-functional
properties, and an evaluation technique applied. The underlying ontologies
allow storing the knowledge provided by experts and inspecting this knowl-
edge when it is needed for embedded system engineers.

Additionally, the SEED approach is combined with a set of methods and
tools that support an embedded system engineer in selecting a suitable set
of security measures to be integrated into a system design. These methods,
described in Chapter 5, assist an engineer to consistently use the knowledge
provided by security experts. The first method, called asset elicitation tech-
nique, allows analysing a system design and identifying its security needs
by consulting DSSMs. The method conducts inspection of functional and
execution platform models, represented as SPACE and MARTE models re-
spectively, and consult DSSMs to obtain a set of security properties that
are recommended for implementation. A set of security solutions that sat-
isfy security properties are also retrieved from DSSMs. The second method
developed in this thesis examines resource constraints of security solutions
stored in PERs. This technique, called model-based compatibility analysis,
matches platform-related constraints of a system under development and
those required by security solutions.

The SEED approach is supported by a set of tools that have been inte-
grated into the MagicDraw environment as a plug-in. These tools use tech-
nologies provided by model-driven engineering, e.g. modelling and transfor-
mation facilities.

Using the metering devices domain as an example, we have shown that
the introduced concepts (DSSM and PER) can be employed by a security
expert to describe the security knowledge. Consequently, we have demon-
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strated that it can be used to support an embedded system engineer to
integrate a suitable set of security solutions exploring this security knowl-
edge. This case study that is currently under industrial development has
been provided as a use case within the EU FP7 SecFutur project.

The SEED approach developed in this thesis has the potential to con-
tribute to the emerging practice of systematic treatment of security aspects
in embedded systems. It is one more step towards providing support to
embedded system engineers when designing security-enhanced systems. We
conclude with a few reflections about the problem and solution spaces in-
vestigated during this work.

Our work rests on the premise that security functions encapsulated into
reusable SBBs are basic elements used to support designing of security-
enhanced embedded systems. However, it is possible to envisage that en-
forcement of security properties in an embedded system is not limited to
the task of incorporating SBBs. In particular, we find that realisation (at
the design phase) of the system functionality itself and a choice of the hard-
ware/software components for an execution platform have also a consider-
able impact on security properties. For example, if several alternative ways
to allocate security assets on available components exist, the selected alloca-
tion may affect security of a system when components differ in terms of their
tamper resistance. This, in turn, affects a range of SBBs selected for their
integration into an embedded system. While these aspects might be well
understood by security experts, there is a shortage of support for embedded
system engineers to adopt them when designing a system. We believe that
this knowledge possessed by security experts made available for reuse will
empower system engineering teams to be more security conscious.

In Chapter 5 we conclude that the use of DSMLs can improve the asset
elicitation technique thanks to richer semantics tailored to an application
domain. On the other hand, the use of a specific DSML will limit appli-
cability of SEED (or any other approach) confining it to a certain domain.
To increase applicability of DSMLs for general approaches is an important
challenge. We believe that one way to address it is to elaborate suitable ab-
straction layers that will allow adapting an approach for a range of DSMLs.
To achieve this flexibility we have structured SEED in two levels of ab-
straction, namely foundation and realisation. The foundation level is the
technology-ignorant level that defines basic principles. The realisation level
refines the formulated principles according to a selected DSML.

In conclusion, we must mention that there are still other processes where
an embedded system is not composed from separate functional and non-
functional elements, e.g. building blocks. These processes may have many
other emerging challenges when dealing with a task of supporting engineers
in developing security-enhanced embedded systems. This is also an inter-
esting direction of work, but it is outside of the scope of this thesis.
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7.2 Future Work

Since the scope of our work is fairly broad that opens many aspects with
respect to designing a security-enhanced embedded system, many diverse
directions for future work can be identified. In the following, we outline
some of them.

The current version of the core security ontology refines the asset con-
cept by two sub-classes, namely data in transit and data stationary. One
path for future work is to study what are other important assets to be in-
cluded into the ontology. However, once new assets are introduced, they
should be traceable into a system model to automate their elicitation. The
currently employed SPACE modelling language is a general language for
modelling of distributed applications. Its semantics does not allow iden-
tifying other classes of assets within functional models specified with this
language. Therefore, a more expressive, i.e. more domain-specific, language
should be employed for the SEED realisation. This language should allow
identifying newly introduced assets automatically from functional and plat-
form models of a system. Thus, this direction will require studying both a
range of possible assets and existing DSMLs analysing their suitability for
an extension of the asset elicitation technique.

The representation of security properties is an active and interesting
topic. In our work, a tuple consisting of the protected asset, provided se-
curity goal, and used defence strategy represents a security property. This
convention limits the range of considered security properties to those that
can be expressed by such a tuple. However, some security properties can be
only expressed, for example, with respect to an operation and an involved
actor. Therefore, we think that employment of a more powerful language
to express security properties will increase the applicability of the SEED
approach. Thus, we propose this topic as another potential direction for
future work.

In SEED, we propose to constantly update the enriched security on-
tology when capturing the domain-specific security knowledge. Therefore,
an important question of maintaining consistency of the enriched ontology
arises. In particular, an obvious problem with such an update is pollution
of the ontology with concrete SBBs that have different names but refer to
the same implementation. Some issues can be resolved by built-in ontology
services together with such constructs as owl:sameAs or owl:differentFrom.
However, additional support is needed to ensure that two (or more) con-
crete SBBs under different names are equal implementations as an example.
We envisage that techniques from the area of model comparison or models
diff (applied to functional and platform models of concrete SBBs) can be
employed to address the mentioned issue.

The starting point of SEED is when an embedded system engineer has an
initial version of a functional model of a system and some decisions about a
used platform are taken. However, for security-critical systems, e.g. defence
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applications, the security requirements drive and affect the functionality of
a system. Therefore, identifying alternative model-based approaches that
start directly from security assets and their security goals can be another
subject to study.

The SEED approach provides an infrastructure for capturing diverse
performance evaluation results where both resource footprint indices and
quality of service characteristics are stored. The natural development of
this direction is the use of this data for different kinds of trade-off analyses.
Thus, a path for future work will be the exploration of other criteria and
strategies to reuse the performance analysis results stored within PERs.

Finally, availability of advanced and engineer-friendly tools is always
a question when it comes to engineering processes. In our work, we use
MagicDraw as a platform for our supporting tools since it is selected as
an integrating environment within the SecFutur project. However, model-
driven engineering increasingly prioritises open standards. Therefore, the
migration to such environments as EMF can be a potential thread for fu-
ture work. Additionally, SEED currently relies on UML object models as a
concrete syntax for DSSMs. Development of a text-based syntax can further
improve the provided tool support.
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